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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nanotechnology in medicine is going to have a major impact on the survival of the human race.
-Bernard Marcus

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Nanotechnology is nothing but depiction, characterization, manufacturing of
structure and systems by fabricating size and configuration at nano-scale. In general
term, the study and implementation of immensely very small objects is called
nanotechnology. It can be used in several science areas such as chemistry, biology,
physics and engineering. Recently discovered revolutionary technology of 21st
century is nanotechnology and it already became a commonly used buzzword in
everyday life and various fields of science. It is difficult to conceptualize that how
much small-scale nanotechnology is. If we try to to calculate the size of 1 nanometer
then it will be a billionth of 100 cm or 10-9 of 100 cm. For e.g. an inch can have
25400000 nanometers. The size of Pin’s head is approximately 1 millimeter, which is
equal to 1000000 nanometers. Thickness of human hair is 100000 nanometers [1-4].

Fig. 1.1 Nanometer

The lecture entitled "There's Plenty of Room at the Bottom" by an American
scientist R. Feynman started concept about nanotehcology in 1959 [5, 6]. Norio
Taniguchi was a Japanese scientist and he was first to use the nanotechnology word or
term in a 1974 conference to explain semiconductor processes. According to him,
nanotechnology as mainly consists of the processing of separation, consolidation and
deformation of materials by one atom or one molecule [7]. The physicist K. Eric
Drexler had conceptually explored the nanotechnology and nanoscale technology in
depth in 1980 decade [8].
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1.2 Nanoparticles

Fig. 1.2 Structure of nanoparticles [9]

The term nanoparticle is a combined name for both nanospheres and
nanocapsules. It can be categorized according to their size and diameters. In recent
decade, an interest in nanomaterials is increased in various fields due to their well
definite properties. Nanoparticles (NPs) are anticipated to have outspread of
implementations in several areas like electronics as well as biological systems. These
implementations are based on factors like their physical properties, smaller size with
large surface area which offers feasibility for fabrication and scope for multiple
functionalities [10-13].
In quasi-zero-dimensional (0D), all the 3 dimensions are in nano scale range.
The quasi-zero-dimensional nanomaterials can be contained nanocluster materials and
nanodispersions. The nanoparticles isolate from each other. In quasi-one-dimensional
(1D), any 1 dimension out of 3 dimensions is in nanoscale range and quasi-onedimensional are nanotubular and nanofiber materials with fibre like rod or tube and
length ranging from 99-110 nm to 10s of microns. In quasi-two-dimensional (2D),
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any 2 dimensions out of 3 dimensions are in nano scale range and these nanomaterials
are films with nm thickness. Quasi-three-dimensional (3D) can be formed by
arrangement of multiple 0D, 1D or 2D materials forming 3D structure. These
materials contain powders, multilayer and polycrystalline materials. Interfaces can be
formed by contacting each other by these 0D, 1D and 2D structural elements [14, 15].

Fig. 1.3 Nanoparticle’s classification [16]
1.3 Magnetic nanoparticles
Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have become highly attractive to biomedical
applications because they possess excellent chemical and physical properties.
Biomedical

research

nanotechnology.

The

field
MNPs

enormously
are

benefited

encouraging

from
material

advancement
for

of

biomedical

applications/implementations like drug delivery, magnetofection, cell separation,
tissue repairing, magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic fluid hyperthermia (MFH),
and tracking agent vectors for gene therapy among different nonmaterial [17-22]. Due
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to this, MNPs are most challenging exploration in nanomagnetism. Over the years,
spinel ferrites have exhibited captivating properties and these are used in outspread
applicatons. These ferrite nanoparticles have been to the forefront of nanoscience and
nanotechnology because of their magnificent properties. Ferrite is compound made by
iron oxide and one or more additional metallic elements having ferrimagnetic
properties. There are 3 types of ferrites namely hexagonal, garnet and spinel ferrites.
The formula of hexagonal ferrites is MFe12O19 and these are rhombohedral or
hexagonal oxides. These ferrites have high coercivity and widely used magnets. The
general formula of garnet is M3Fe5O12 having complex crystallite structure with cubic
shape [23]. Spinel ferrites are also called as cubic ferrits and they are used eveywhere.
The electrical resistivity of some spinel ferrites is high and eddy current losses are
low, which make them appropriate for their usage at microwave frequencies [24].
MNPs can be engineered by applying exterior magnetic field. Magnetic
anisotropy and magnetization of nanoscale magnetic particles could be greater than
the bulk material. Magnetic properties of materials can be influenced by various
factors. The chemical composition, size of particle, shape, morphology and interaction
between nanoparticles are main factors among them [25]. One of main advantages of
MNPs is that they have controllable sizes and dimensions can be smaller in size as
compare to cell (9-99 µm), protein (4-49 nm) or virus (19-451 nm). The foremost
characterstics of MNPs that make them appropriate selection for biomedical
applications are biocompatibility and highest-level aggregation in wanted tissue.
These particles should be sufficient to sustain biological circulation and small in scale
[26].
1.3.1

Types of magnetic nanoparticles

The MNPs can be mainly categorized into four types i.e. ferrites,
metallic, ferrites with a shell and metallic with a shell.
1.3.1.1 Metallic
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Metallic nanoparticles are formed of iron, nickel or cobalt. Metallic
nanoparticles are normally protected by layer like gold or silica. Colloid formation is
very challenging in case of metallic particles. Metallic nanoparticles may be favorable
for some technical applications due to their higher magnetic moment but often
ignored for biological applications/implementation because of chemical instability
[27]. Metallic nanoparticles required complex synthesis process but still the research
on them continues beause of their distinctive advantages. The main disadvantage of
metallic nanoparticles is that they are reactive to oxidizing agents to several degrees
and makes their handling inflexible. Metallic nanoparticles are less appropriate for
biomedical applications as they allow unwanted side reactions [28].
The reactivity of the MNPs can be improved by coating a layer of different
coating materials onto their surface. The shell of coating material can be easily
modified with various surface functional groups. The FePt and FeCo are the examples
of such nanoparticles. These nanoparticles are superparamagnetic in nature and which
makes them potential contrast agent for MRI or carriers for drug delivery [29].
Metallic with a shell
The surfactants, gentle oxidation, polymers and metals can be used to make
metallic core of MNPs passivity. The important feature of these nanoparticles is that
they exchange bias effect when 2 magnetic stages come in close proximity. This
effect is caused by exchange of coupling over the interface between metallic core as
well as shell. Extra source anisotropy can be provided by exchange coupling, which
leads to magnetization stabilization [30]. The main advantages of these nanoparticles
are that they have higher magnetization, higher stability in acidic and organic
solutions.
1.3.1.2 Ferrites
Iron oxide nanoparticles are composed of iron oxide particles with diameters
between about 1-100 nm. Ferrite nanoparticles are largely investigated nanoparticles
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because of their biocompatibility and simplicity of synthesis. Ferrite nanoparticles
normally composed of nano-crystalline magnetite i.e. Fe3O4 either maghemite i.e. γFe2O3 and possess a spinel crystal structure. In spinels, 32-oxygen atom and cations
(24) configures unit cell. The 6-octahedral and 8-tetrahedral sites are held by cations
total of 32-octahedral and 64-tetrahedral sites. The extensive scope of magnetic
properties is achieved based on various cations holding on crystal positions

[31,

32]. Metal ferrites can be tailored with a composition of MFe2O4, where the M is Mn,
Fe, Co or Ni value is (+2) cation of by various methods to fine-tune particular
magnetic properties. Ferrite particles show their magnetic behavior after applying an
exterior magnetic field. Superparamagnetic behavior of nanoparticles prevents self
agglomeration. Normally, ferrite particles exhibit superparamagnetic property once
they become smaller in size and it averts self aggregation as they show magnetic
behavior only after applying exterior magnetic-field [33, 34]. The surfactants like
silica, phosphoric or silicones are used to fabricate the surface of ferrite nanoparticles,
which increases their stability in aqueous solution [35, 36].
1.3.1.3 Types of ferrites
Ferrites can be normally classified into soft and hard ferrites. Soft ferrites have
low-coercivity. It means that magnetization of materials can effortlessly get into
opposite directions without dissipating much energy and this is called as hysteresis
losses. High resistivity averts eddy current in core. Manganese-zinc-ferrite and
Nickel-zinc-ferrite are the examples of soft ferrites. Hard ferrites have high-coercivity
and it means ferrites are immune to behaving for demagnetization. These are also
called as ceramic magnets because of their high quality of being magnetic permeable.
Cobalt ferrite and Strontium ferrite are two examples of hard ferrites.
Ferrite with a shell
The reactivity of the MNPs can be improved by coating a layer of different
coating materials onto their surface. The shell of coating material can be easily
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modified with various surface functional groups. The binding of amine surfactants
and carboxylate can be achieved by suface chemistry and it is used to upgrade
aqueous solubility of nanoparticles. In compare to other metallic particles, greater
chemical stability can occure because of interactions between two chemical
categories. FePt and FeCo are the examples of such nanoparticles. These
nanoparticles can show superparamagnatism, which make them potential material for
biomedical implementations.
1.4 Manganese ferrite (MnFe2O4): An example of spinel ferrites
Spinel ferrites are the most widely used and investigated ferrites. In recent
years, research on ferrites (spinel) has been increased owing to their potential in
various fields especially in biomedical field. Spinel ferrites are being employed in
many biological applications because of their magnetic and electrical properties [37].
Magnetic properties can be engineered according to need of application and it can be
modified by several ways. Properties of spinel ferrite can be controlled by pH, stirring
time and speed, fuel and preparative parameters used [38]. Another name for spinel
ferrites is cubic ferrites as structure of spinel ferrites is closely packed with cubic.
The general formula of spinel ferrites is MeІІFe2ІІІO4, in which, MeІІ is metal
cation like Mn, Co, Fe, Cu, Cd, Mg, which are divalent and FeІІІ represents iron
cation, which are trivalent.The extensive differences in electrical, structural and
magnetic properties are because of cations of non-identical valence. Spinel structure is
a member of Fd3m space group. The constituents of unit cell (cubic) is configured by
56-atoms, out of these 32-oxygen anions, which are scattered in close loaded structure
and 24-cations holding 8-tetrahedral sites of available 64-tetrahedral sites and 16octahedral sites of available 32-octahedral sites. Spinel compound is represented in
general formula is as follows:
[M1-iFei]A[MiFe(2-i)]BO4
where, i represents inversion parameter.
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Cation distribution can decide whether spinel is inverse, partially inverse or
normal. In normal spinel, tetrahedral sites are located by 8-bivalent cations and
octahedral sites located by 16-trivalent cations. ZnFe2O4 and CdFe2O4 are two
examples of normal spinel ferrites. In inverse spinel, 8-bivalent cations hold 8octahedral sites and 16-trivalent cations are scattered between 8-tetrahedral and 8octahedral sites. MnFe2O4, NiFe2O4 and CoFe2O4 are 3 examples of inverse spinel
ferrites. The value of i is equal to 0 for normal spinel and i is equal to 1 for inverse
ferrite. For partially inverted ferrite, the value of i is greater than 0 or less than 1.
CuFe2O4 and MgFe2O4 are two examples of partially inverted ferrite [39-41].

Fig. 1.4 Structure of MFe2O4 [42]
Manganese ferrite (MnFe2O4) is foremost representive of the spinel ferrite
family and it has received great attention of the researchers because of its remarkable
properties like coercivity, superparamagnetism, modest saturation magnetization,
good mechanical hardness and chemical stability. Manganese ferrite has received
great attention because of these properties and it has been widely used in the
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several biomedical applications. The properties of manganese ferrite can be controlled
by composition, morphology and size of nanoparticles. Among spinel ferrites,
manganese ferrite has been foremost due to its highest magnetization, which qualifies
them for many biomedical applications.
The type of MnFe2O4 is partially inverse spinel and which is having majority
of Mn2+ ions. In MnFe2O4, ions are situated at tetrahedral site and 20% out of them are
situated at octahedral site.The resistivity of MnFe2O4 is very less than the resistivity
of CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4. The magnetic moment of MnFe2O4 is consistent with the
Neel coupling scheme [43, 44]. The MnFe2O4 prepared at highest temperatures (>
1,173 K), 20% of the Mn2+ ions transfer from the A to B-sites. It means MnFe2O4 is a
mixture of inverse and normal spinel ferrite. Saturation magnetization of bulk
MnFe2O4 is 80 emu/g and an anisotropy constant K having value of 2.5*103 J/m3 at
room temperature (RT) [45, 46].

Fig. 1.5 MnFe2O4 ferrite structure [47]
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better

comprehension

superparamagnetism

of

of

MnFe2O4

fundamental
nanoparticles

properties
is

crucial

especially
for

the

biomedical

implementtions. When EA i.e. anisotropy energy of MNPs is conquering thermally
then superparamagnetism of MNPs occurs [48]. This is energy can be expressed by
Stoner and Wohlfarth equation (1.2)
= K V sin
where,

… … 1.2

represents easy axis and angle between magnetization of

nanoparticles, K is constant for anisotropy energy and

V represents volume of

nanoparticles.
For temperature above TB, thermal activation threshold is represented by
blocking temperature Tb and is utilized as manifestation for transition to
superparamagnetic state. Magnetic moment of every nanoparticle differs quickly with
unfavored orientation and clustering of MNPs act as a common paramagnetic
material. Past decade, magnetocrystalline anisotropy (K) and effects of size upon
magnetic properties is described and crystalline anisotropy contributes to magnetic
properties of MNPs. Change in magnetic properties and magnetic anisotropy
nanoparticles can be contributed by interparticle interactions of MNPs. Interactions
arises in MNPs may take place from dipole dipole interactions as well as exchange
interactions arising between the magnetic ions. The increased spacing between
nanoparticles can outcome into negligible exchange interaction when capping
surfactant like oleic acid is utilized [49-51]. The key interactions are examined from
dipole dipole coupling and energy related to their interactions (Ed-d) can be expressed
as in equation (1.3).
=

−(
(4

where,
represents permeability,
presents separation of particles.
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1.5 Biomedical applications of MNPs
In recent year, use of MNPs for biomedical applications has been increased
tremendously. Research and advances in nanotechnology allow manufacturing of
MNPs of specific morphology, their surface modification and manipulation of
properties of MNPs for aimed biomedical applications/implementations. MNPs have
been explored with great interest due to their intrinsic characteristics to use them in
biomedical implementations like as magnetic cell separation, drug delivery, as
contrast agent for MRI and magnetic fluid hyperthermia [52-56].
The MNPs have fabricable sizes ranging from few nm (nanometers) to tens of
nm (nanometers) and MNPs are magnetic in nature so they can be engineered by
applying exterior magnetic field. In 1950, Gilchrist and et al had used MNPs for
biomedical application. They had injected metallic particles to treat lymphatic nodes
and metastases and then heated using magnetic field [57]. Magnetic fields interact
infirmly with biological molecules and easily pierce into body so they are favorable
for remote simulation. Electrical methods are challenging to analyze compound
networks in human as electrical fields are greatly attenuated by tissues. MNPs can be
functionalized using biocompatible surfactants such as APTES, EDA, chitosan,
starch, polyethyleneamine, polyethylen oxide, dextran and polyethylene glycol, PVP
to utilize them for biomedical implementations. The perfect surface fabrication can be
used to intensify water affinity of MNPs in biological fluid and make MNPs
biocompatible. Here, fundamental concepts of MNPs and their uses in biomedical
applications have been discussed [58, 59].
The nanoparticles should be biocompatible before using them for biomedical
applications. In vitro, MNPs application can bear less rigorous toxicological
properties where as in vivo usage of MNPs requires rigorous exploration of kinetic
and toxicology of MNPs. In vitro, incubation times, various cell lines and colorimetric
assays used to perform the cytotoxicity study of MNPs. Cytotoxicity study includes
broad range of MNPs concentrations and exposure time, this makes hard to determine
that cytotoxicity noticed is physiologically not relevant or relevant [60-62].
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Fig. 1.6 Biomedical application of MNPs
1.5.1 Drug delivery
The therapeutic effects are accomplished in human or animals by administering
pharmaceutical compound in drug delivery system (DDS). Many scientists and
researchers have provided attention towards the drug delivery area as the important
shortcoming of pharmaceutical and biomedical industries is to deliver medicine fluid
to its therapeutic action site [63]. Drug delivery optimizes a drug's therapeutic index
by localizing its pharmacological activity to organ and this is important distinction
from classic targeting systems. A physical, biological and molecular system with
high-rise concentrations of the active drug at the physiologically applicable organ is a
basic principle for targeted drug delivery. Result of targeting would be remarkable
reduction in dose of drug, toxicity and increment in treatment efficacy in case of
successful drug delivery [64].
In 1960, Freeman et al. advanced a concept that MNPs can be delivered into a
vascular system at specific point into body with help of magnetic field. In delivery
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system, bio triggered drug is merged with carrier so that drug is freed in pre-decided
modus at persistent rate in cyclic approach. Carrier must be non toxic and should be
produced on industrial scale. The most of chemotherapeutic agents provide potential
unwanted effects on healthy cells or tissues. The drug delivery system employs
attraction of MNPs carrier to an exterior magnetic field to increase site particular
delivery to overcome this issue [65].
The contention between forces deployed on nanoparticles by blood bay and
magnetic forces produced from applied field are used for drug localization in
magnetic delivery system. MNPs are reserved at the target site when magnetic forces
overreach the blood flow rates arteries (10 cms−1) or capillaries (0.05 cms−1). The
MNPs support the transfer through the capillaries system of site and tissues by
avoiding vessel embolism [66]. Fig. 1.7 shows schematic representation of magnetic
transport of drugs to a particular region.

Fig. 1.7 Representation of magnetic driven transport of drugs to particular region

In targeted drug delivery mechanism, cytotoxic drug can be linked to carrier
such as biocompatible MNPs. These drug and carrier tangled in ferrofluid form,
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which is then injected into affected site or tissue via circulatory system. An exterior
high risen magnetic field is utilized to concentrate tangled ferrofluid at particular
target part within body when particles enter the bloodstream. Enzymatic activity in
physiological conditions is used to release drugs. Liposomes, polymeric micelles or
nanoparticle drug carriers can be useful for drug carriers or vehicles in targeted drug
delivery system [67]. The main advantages of targeted drug delivery are that it
improve efficacy and reduces the side effects.

Fig. 1.8 Mechanism of targeted drug delivery system

There are mainly two approaches of drug targeting i.e. passive targeting and
active targeting. The potential of nanoparticles to concentrate in affected tissues or
areas is accomplished through either one or both target approach.
Passive targeting
Passive targeting utilizes neutral course of bio-distribution of the carrier.
Passive targeting makes a use of anatomical deviation between diseased and normal
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cells or tissues to dispatch drugs to certain cell or tissue. The injected nanoparticles
can assemble more in tumor cells or tissues than normal tissues or cells because of
leaky tumor vasculature [69].

Fig. 1.9 Drug targeting approaches: (A) Passive targeting, (B) Active targeting [68]
Active targeting
Active targeting involves the functionalization or modification of drug carriers
so that content can be delivered exclusively to targeted site. Active targeting needs a
combination of two molecule ligands that advances targeting to certain site. The
selection of targeting moiety is key factor for the success of drug targeting. Active
targeting is achieved by identification of the diseased tissues by several signature
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molecules over expressed at diseased site.

It can be accomplished by targeting

diseased tissue to know the nature of receptor on the cell to target the drug [70, 71].
1.5.2 Cell separation
In cell separation, MNPs are used to label the cells, which could be detected by
MRI. There are two common approaches of cell labeling. First is attaching the MNPs
to cell surface and second is internalizing biocompatible MNPs by receptor mediated
endocytosis or phagocytosis. Particular and efficient cell labeling of MNPs can be
done by altering the nanoparticles surface with ligand. Functionalized MNPs strongly
bind to receptor of surface in such a way that phagocyosis is inhibited [72-74].

Fig. 1.10 Magnetic cell separation process (a) cell labeling (b) cell separation (c)
elution of labeled cells
1.5.3 Magnetic resonance imaging
Any disease can be cured easily only when a disease is diagnosed more
accurately as early as possible. There are many modalities available to diagnose a
various diseases but still many types of diseases require strenuous effort to diagnose.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one to most effective technique to diagnose the
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disease more accurately at early state. Magnetic resonance imaging technique is based
on directional magnetic moment and charged particles in motion associated with it.
MNPs have contrast imaging effect, which is used to differentiate between pathogenic
targets and normal tissues via magnetic resonance imaging [75].
In 1970s decade, the scientists Peter Mansfield and Paul Lauterbur had
developed EPI (echo planar imaging) like MRI approach. After 10 years, first
commercial scanning of human body had been performed. Now days, MRI has
become one of the most crucial and high powered diagnostic tools in medical field. In
2003, Mansfield and Lauterbur were awarded by Nobel Prize (medicine) for their
research and detection concerning MRI [76].
The imaging technique utilize strong magnetic fields to range the relating
to nucleus of cell. Many free hydrogen nuclei range themselves with magnetic field
direction after placing human body in strong magnetic field. The technique related
with nuclei precess of magnetic field direction is like a device consisting of a wheel or
gyroscopes and this is called as Larmor precession. From which ‘Frequency of
Larmor precession’ (w) is defined by equation (1.1) and it is directly proportional to
the strength of applied magnetic field [77].
o

where,

=

… … 1.1

is the strength of applied magnetic field and

is gyromagnetic ratio

and it is nuclei specific constant. In case of hydrogen, the value of y is 42.6
MHz/Tesla. Fig. 1.11(b) shows nuclei of hydrogen atom aligned in applied magnetic
field direction.
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Fig. 1.11 Hydrogen nuclei (a) magnetic field is absent (b) magnetic field is present

Fig.1.12 (a) shows a RF (radio frequency) applied perpendicularlyto magnetic
field (Bo), which causes nuclei tilt away from Bo. The nuclei returns to equilibrium
when radio frequency (RF) pulse get stopped (Fig.1.12 (b)). Measurable RF signal
and nuclei lose energy during realignment as shown in Fig.1.12 (c). This is referred as
FID i.e. free induction decay response signal.
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Fig.1.12 (a) Radio frequency applied perpendicularly to magnetic field (b) Radio
frequency pulse stopped (c) Realignment

The nuclei reversed to their initial relax state and which is measured by its
longitudinal relaxation (T1) or transverse relaxation (T2). This is being used to
generate magnetic resonance imaging. In T1 images, the signal are enhanced by Gd
based contrast agents, where as iron oxide MNPs gives powerful contrast outcome in
T2 weighted images. It is because of several contrasting methods. The r2 and r1
represents transverse and longitudinal relaxation rate/mmol respectively. The higher
value of r2/ r1 ratio guides to good T2 contrast efficacy [78-80].

Fig. 1.13 T1 and T2 weighted MRI comparison [81]
1.5.4 Magnetic hyperthermia in cancer treatment
There are many therapies available for cancer treatment but some are costly
and some have side effects. Hyperthermia therapy is most encouraging therapy for
cancer treatment. The concept of applying heat to treat certain condition or tumor is
not a new, it has long history. In ancient history, Greeks, Romans and Indians used to
apply a heat to treat various tumors. In 1988, Westermark intentionally used
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hyperthermia to treat cancer with temperature of 42 to 44 oC. In 1950s decade,
hyperthermia therapy using magnetic field and nanoparticles has been started. There
are 2 types of heating treatments renowned i.e. hyperthermia and thermoablation.
Hyperthermia therapy can be performed between 41 to 46

o

C, where as

thermoablation can be performed between 46 to 56 oC to destruct the tumors. In
thermal therapy, the applied heat should be appropriate and should be applied to
correct site or part of body. Also, cancer cells get damaged or killed only when
applied temperature is high enough and sustains long enough [82-84].
In hyperthermia thermotherapy, the affected cancer tissues are heated to
temperature range of 41°C to 46°C by exposing MNPs to external AC magnetic field.
Heat get generated by MNPs due to three different losses i.e. hysteresis, Néel and
Brownian relaxation. However, superparamagnetic nanoparticles show only Néel and
Brownian losses. The SAR value of MNPs depends on particle size, dipole – dipole
interactions, viscosity of the medium, suspension media, magnetic anisotropy,
magnetic field amplitude and frequency. Manganese ferrite (MnFe2O4) among spinel
ferrites is a remarkable magnetic material for hyperthermia applications due to their
high resistivity and high saturation magnetization. Relaxivity of manganese ferrite
nanoparticles is large due to their large magnetic spin magnitude, which improves
heating in AC magnetic field. [85, 86].
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Fig. 1.14 Magnetic hyperthermia therapy [85]

There are many ways by which heat is induced for hyperthermia therapy. The
most usual ways are direct application of heat, microwave heating, focused ultrasound
and magnetic hyperthermia. Magnetic hyperthermia is very popular and effective
therapy among hyperthermia therapies. Magnetic hyperthermia produces controllable
heat inside patient's body and temperature distribution can be controlled by size of
MNPs [86]. In 1999, Jorden et al. was first instigated the magnetic fluid hyperthermia
technique. A fluid containing MNPs can be injected into affected tissue and an
exterior magnetic field is being applied with frequencies. The MNPs generate heat
and destroy tumor cells or tissues [87]. The main principle of MNPs based
hyperthermia is a distribution of nanoparticles through targeted tumor area or site
accompanied by heat generation using an external alternating magnetic field. Heat
generation efficiency due to applied magnetic field of any particle is measured by
specific absorption rate (SAR). Heating mechanism of MNPs includes three types of
heat losses i.e. hysteresis losses, Neel and Brownian relaxation losses. Diffusion due
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to Brownian and Neel relaxation of MNPs magnetic moment control magnetization
relaxation with very less hysteresis loss [49, 50].
Hyperthermia can be mainly categorized into four types i.e. regional, local,
whole-body and interstitial hyperthermia.
Local hyperthermia
In local hyperthermia, heat is applied exteriorly on small area to treat tumor,
which is near to skin or near to openings of body. Here, heat can be created on
affected diseased area or site using microwave, ultrasound energy, radiofrequency or
magnetic hyperthermia. Heat can be applied to patient's body surface, inside deep in
tissue depending on the place of disease or tumor. Normally, local hyperthermia is
used for solid tumors [90].

Fig. 1.15 Local hyperthermia treatment [91]
Regional hyperthermia
In regional hyperthermia therapy, the heat is being applied on entire organ or
large part of body. Here, cancer cells or tissues are normally killed by radiation and
chemotherapeutic medications. Regional hyperthermia is normally used for larger or
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multiple tumors and it utilizes microwave lesser or ultrasound energy. Regional
hyperthermia may rely on blood perfusion. Patient's blood can be separated from body
and heated up. Then, blood is returned to vessels that way through wanted part of
patient's body [92].

Fig. 1.16 Regional hyperthermia treatment [93]
Whole-body hyperthermia
Whole-body hyperthermia is typically used for cancer treatment grown on
multiple parts of body or metastatic cancer. In whole-body hyperthermia, heat is
applied on whole body and about temperature of 39 to 43oC. The patient is put in a
very chamber, wrap the patient in water tubing suit with infrared domes in whole
body hyperthermia technique [94].
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Fig. 1.17 Whole-body hyperthermia treatment [95]
Interstitial hyperthermia
In interstitial hyperthermia therapy, heat is generated from inside the tissue or
call using metal electrodes or microwave antenna. Low frequency current fields of
about 500 kHz can be passed between electrodes embedded into tumors and this
forms resistive heating.The tumors which are deep within body can be treated using
interstitial hyperthermia [96, 97].

Fig. 1.18 Interstitial hyperthermia [98]
1.6 Problem statement
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In recent years, there is huge advancement in medicine field but cancer still
remains major source of death in world. About 90.5 million people had been affected
world wide by cancer disease and about 14.2 million new patients find every year. By
2030, this number is expected to increase upto 21.1 million by [99]. Cancer is second
most leading cause of human deaths. Inappropriate diagnosis and disease detection at
later stages are the most common reasons behind deaths. Risk of cancer is getting
increased significantly day by day and many cancers cases occur more commonly in
developed countries. Detection of the tumor on time and cure it without side effects
remains challenge to scientific community. The treatments used for cancer including
cancer treatments radiation therapy, chemotherapy, immunotherapy have side effects
such as eye irritation, hair loss etc. Hyperthermia therapy reduces serious side effects
caused to normal cells or tissues in compare to traditional cancer therapies. In
hyperthermia thermotherapy, the affected cancer tissues are heated to temperature
range of 41 °C to 46 °C by exposing MNPs to external AC magnetic field. Heat get
generated by MNPs due to three different losses i.e. hysteresis, Néel and Brownian
relaxation.Magnetic hyperthermia therapy has emerged as potential cancer therapy.
Spinel ferrites have emerged as important material for several of biomedical
implementations like drug delivery, magnetofection, cell separation, tissue repairing,
MRI and magnetic hyperthermia as nanoparticles offer controlled size and ability to
be manipulated externally. MNPs are playing very crucial part in detection and cancer
therapy. They can be used to heat specific organ or tumor cells in magnetic
hyperthermia therapy. Manganese ferrite (MnFe2O4) among spinel ferrites is a
remarkable magnetic material for biomedical applications due to their high resistivity
and high saturation magnetization. Thermal conductivity of manganese ferrite
nanoparticles is lower than NiFe2O4, CoFe2O4. Low heat loss in AC magnetic heating
arises due to lower thermal conductivity. Relaxivity of manganese ferrite
nanoparticles is large due to their large magnetic spin magnitude, which improves
heating in AC magnetic field. Therefore, manganese ferrite nanoparticles over other
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spinel ferrites have been selected for magnetic hyperthermia cancer therapy by
reviewing literatures.
Preliminary to the

use of

MNPs for biomedical implemenations,

nanoparticles should pass specific criteria like biocompatibility, ability to carry
payloads and improved colloidal stability. Surface modification of MNPs is required
through specific functionalization strategy to satisfy above criteria. Therefore, the
different techniques of surface fabrication with various materials were used to
manufacture functionalized MNPs.
The MNPs should accomplish following requisites prior to use as material for
magnetic hyperthermia therapy.
 Nanosize
 High colloidal stability
 High saturation magnetization
 Superparamagnetic behavior
 High SAR value
 Non-toxicity

Based on the above considerations, present thesis was designed with following
objectives:
 Synthesis of MnFe2O4 MNPs by one step polyol method.
 Surface functionalization of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles with APTES,
EDA and PVP for hyperthermia application.
 Structural and Morphological characterization of bare and
functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles.
 Heat induction studies of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles for hyperthermia
therapy application.
 In-vitro

biocompatibility

study

of

functionalized

MnFe2O4

nanoparticles.
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If we can reduce the cost and improve the quality of medical technology through advances
in nanotechnology, we can more widely address the medical conditions that are prevalent
and reduce the level of human suffering.
-Ralph Merkle

Chapter 2

Surface Functionalization of MNPs for Biomedical Applications (Theoretical Background)

2.1 Introduction
MNPs have become an impressive material in science as well as medical areas.
It is mandatory to study dispersion stability of MNPs in different liquid media, which
controls the properties of yielded products. Nanoparticles have highest tendency of
adhesion, aggregation as they possess different surface structures with surface
interactions. Hence, it is necessary to discover approach to admin dispersion and
aggregation of MNPs to use them for biological implementations [1]. Nanoparticles
stability under physiological conditions can be determined by achieving surface
functionalization of nanoparticles.
The MNPs incline to agglomerate without a hydrophilic coating layer because
of robust interparticle magnetic dipole-dipole interactions. Biocompatibility of
material and cell adhesion is dependent on surface characteristic of nanoparticles. The
overall size of colloid can be established by surface modification type and their
subsequent geometric arrangement on MNPs. It is also vital for biodistribution and
biokinetics of MNPs in the body. Type of specific surface coating can be selected
based on particular application, derivatization and inflammation response [2]. Surface
modification prevents liquefaction core materials, which might origin toxicity.
Surface tailoring also influence the perputation of in build nanocrystals properties like
magnetic behavior and fluorescence. Therefore, surface functionalization is
precondition for combining biomolecules to MNPs for biomedical implmentations.
MNPs must be dissolved in aqueous medium and it can be attained with surfactant
exchange or addition [3].
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Fig. 2.1 Surface functionalization of MNPs

Addition of surfactant is carried out with the adsorption of molecules having
both hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts. The two layer structure with the original
hydrocarbon chain is created by hydrophobic segment and hydrophilic assemblies can
be exposed to outside of nanoparticles, which turn into water soluble [4]. Original
surfactant is replaced with new bi-functional surfactant in case of surfactant exchange
process. Bi-functional surfactants can have first functional group ability to bind to
MNPs surface through chemical bond. At other end, another functional group can
have polar property, which disperses the nanoparticles in water [5, 6]. The different
types of materials can be selected for functionalization of MNPs. Surface of MNPs
must be stabilized and shielded from the impact of exterior components, which could
influence the magnetic properties.
Surface functionalization should report below properties to MNPs for
successful usage of MNPs for biomedical applications.
 Surface functionalization must avert MNPs from aggregation and improve
colloidal stability.
 Surface functionalization of MNPs must increase water compatibility.
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 Surface functionalization must support better magnetic controllability of
nanoparticles.
 Surface functionalization must stabilize the surface of MNPs.
 Surface functionalization must require in protection of MNPs surface.
 Surface functionalization should make MNPs nontoxic and biocompatible.
 Surface functionalization should give conventional form of functional
groups to couple biologically energetic substances for biomedical
implentations.
2.2 Need of surface functionalization
MNPs should be functionalized in order to utilize them successfully for
biomedical application and ideal surface functionalization must avert MNPs form
aggregation, guide to increase water compatibility, upgrade colloidal stability,
stabilize the surface and make nanoparticles biocompatible.

Fig. 2.2 Need of surface functionalization for magnetic hyperthermia application
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2.2.1 Stabilization against aggregation
On surface of nanoparticles, capping agents enable magnification of tiny seeds
and avert cluster formation. Hydration layer, steric exclusion or electrostatic repulsion
can generate repulsive force between MNPs. Particles get dispersed in aqueous media
depending on particle system and right selection of surfactants [7]. Chemical groups
can have a specific tendancy to combine to inorganic surfaces. MNPs surface can be
covered by hydrophobic ligand molecules using organic solvents, which prevent
aggregation of particles. Interactions between NPs surface and an electron-donating
group of a ligand molecule create bond between them which is responsible for
dynamic binding and unbinding processes [8, 9]. There are two main strategies
(Electrostatic stabilization and steric stabilization) used to decrease nanoparticles
agglomeration.

2.2.2 Steric stabilization
MNPs which require colloidal stability under high salt concentrations and over
wide pH range should be sterically stabilized. Steric repulsion forces need to be
considered for functionalized MNPs. It depends on the polymeric material used in
surface fabrication of MNPs and it can be achieved by functionalizing MNPs with
ligand shell or embedded polymeric matrix. Resulting repulsive potential can be
monitored by polymer density, molar mass of polymer, solvent quality and binding
reversibly. When two sterically stable central core of base material are proceed
towards each other polymer brushes confinely to MNPs. It increases osmotic pressure
between MNPs guiding to stability of colloid and reduces the entropy of polymers
[10, 11].
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Fig 2.3 Steric stabilization of MNPs
2.2.3 Electrostatic stabilization
The formation of clusters of suspension of colloid can accompanied to
experiment and electrostatic stability by modifying the added different concentration
of salt. Particles from aggregation can be prevented by reflecting the efficacy of the
potential barrier [12]. For this, stability factor W need to be studied. Here, W
represent ratio of total number of collisions which results in conglomeration and it is
shown in equation (2.1).
=
where,

… … 2.1

is an conglomeration rate constant for concentration of salt which is

used for experiment and

is a rate constant explaining rapid aggregation.
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Fig. 2.4 Electrostatic stabilization of MNPs
Stability factor is obtained through turbidimetric measurements or light
scattering and factors related with colloidal stability as a function of salt concentration
provides access to concentration of salt changing to coagulated form. The two
electrostatic layers at this concentration can be suppressed. The interaction between
the MNPs can be explained by the DLVO theory absence of steric stabilization layer.
DLVO theory states that the aggregation of aqueous dispersions quantitatively and
describes the force between charged surfaces interacting through a liquid medium. It
combines the effects of the van der Waals attraction and the electrostatic repulsion
due to the so-called double layer of counterions. Stabilization is effective at low salt
concentrations in electrostatic nanoparticles and at pH above or below to isoelectric
point [13, 14].
2.2.4 Colloidal stability
MNPs should be stored in liquid conditions to utilize them for biomedical
implementations and corresponding liquid systems are called as ferrofluids or
magnetic fluids. MNPs can be functionalized with particular shells of polymers or
surfactants for colloidal stabilization of magnetic fluids. It is difficult process to store
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MNPs without clustering because of powerful interaction of surfactants with aqueous
medium. There are various side effects of formation of aggregates in biomedical
context. Aggregated particles are difficult to eliminate from organisms, appearance of
blood clots and reduction in therapeutic efficiency [15, 16].
2.2.5 Particle size and distribution
MNPs should have controllable size ranging from small nanometers (nm) to
tens of nm (nanometers). MNPs can offer attractive possibilities depending on size of
MNPs. Nanoparticles can interact with biological entity and provide adminable size if
functionalized with suitable biological molecules [17]. Most of biomedical
applications require monodisperse, crystalline, single domain nanoparticles. This
ensures that each and every independent nanoparticle owns approximately similar
chemical and physical properties for administered bioelimination and contrast effects.
2.2.6 Magnetic controllability
Magnetic response of MNPs can be described using Saturation magnetization
(Ms). MNPs are separated and transported magnetically to desired place based on Ms
values of MNPs and it becomes easy task if Ms value remains high [18]. Magnetic
administraton of MNPs is always higher than that of individual shell particles.
Magnetic administraton of nanoparticles is attained by clustering of particles and
functionalization of nanoparticles.
2.2.7 Biocompatibility
The toxicity of MNPs is critical point in designing the MNPs for biomedical
applications. Surface functionalization ensures averting transfer of toxic ions, which
are toxic from base material into bilogical medium. It also prevent from corrosion.
Iron oxide nanoparticles are most commonly engaged for in vivo application as iron is
physio-logically good tolerated. Free nanoparticles are proved to be toxic and
dangerous than their bulky sized particles. Biocompatibility of nanoparticles can be
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controlled by size, charge on surface of MNPs and hydrophilicity. It is also controlled
by charge and mass of coating molecules [19]. Positively charged nanoparticles show
good cooperation with biosystems whereas negatively charged magnetic material can
exhibit better biocompatibility.
2.3 Surface functionalization methods
The choice of appropriate base/core material and engineering of surface
material are the challenges in designing the MNPs for their usage in biomedical
implementations. Functionalization can exist of polymers or organic ligands and
these can be initiated by in situ (during) or post synthetic (after) synthesis. Precursors
of magnetic cores and functionalization materials can be dispersed in same solution
during in-site approach. In this, nucleation and coating takes place parallely.
Functionalized materials are added after forming base core in post synthetic approach.
Surface functionalization of MNPs acts a decisive in biomedical implemention.
Inorganic or organic surface functionalization is important due to following reasons:
 Surface functionalization prohibits agglomeration of MNPs because of their
interactions between each other and provides the colloidal stability of aqua.
 Surface functionalization provides biocompatibility.
 Surface functionalization serves as bed for attachment of further groups like
biomolecules.
2.3.1 One-step surface functionalization
One-step surface functionalization is also called as In situ surface
functionalization. The synthesis and surface modification of MNPs are conducted
within single reaction in one-step surface functionalization strategy. The reaction
material contains precursors for MNPs and material to be functionalized on surface of
MNPs. Functionalization or coating process can start once the nucleation occurs
during the reaction and it prevents furthermore growth. The disadvantage of this
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strategy is irreconcilablity of functional group and main advantage is that size of
particle gets reduced and distribution of particle size reduces to narrow range. In
synthesis process, functionalization process begins as early as nucleation takes place
and furthermore particle extension gets prevented affter starting the functionalization
process. Phosphates, carboxylates, hydroxyl and thiols are commonly used for direct
functionalization.
2.3.2 Two-step surface functionalization
Two-step surface functionalization is also called as post synthesis
functionalization. Two-step functionalization process can be classified into 2
categories i.e. synthesis and surface modification of MNPs. Bifunctional molecules or
compounds can be used for modification. First, binding ligand groups is gets reacted
and after that coupling area group is formed to endmost functional group. From the
core-shell it can be confirmed that structure whether the attachment of functional
groups with surface is done or not. The disadvantage of two-step functionalization
strategy is that functional group should own high attraction for MNPs surfaces and
main advantage is that availability of maximum numbers of coupling area. Two step
surface functionalization i.e. post synthesis of MNPs normally contains 3 processes
i.e. Ligand addition, exchange and Encapsulation.
2.4 Surface functionalization strategies of MNPs
Surface modification of MNPs usually depends or based on three strategies
which are helpful for the stability, specificity and biocompatibility point of view.
These strategies are:
2.4.1 Ligand addition
In this approach, an incorporation of ligand to the exterior area of surface
without eliminating any ligands, which are already present on the surface of MNPs.
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Fig. 2.5 Ligand addition mechanism
There are 4 perspectives for inclusion of ligand as listed below:
 Ligand addition to particles originally fabriacted without surfactant.
 Layer growth of inorganic material onto particle’s surface with succeeding
adsorption straightly on to the surface by ionic. This is indirect ligand addition.
 Manipulation of force of attraction which is hydropbhobic in nature to insert
between the species. These are also hydrophobic into shell of hydrocarbon
covered by ligand molecules.
 Development of a covalent bond in the middle of previous ligand and new
ligand.
2.4.2 Ligand exchange
In this process, initial hydrophobic ligands can be substituted by other strongly
bonded hydrophilic ligands for use them in implementation of biomedical area.
Replaced hydrophilic ligands allow transfer from organic state to aqueous solution for
MNPs. In short, we can say change of hydrophobic surface to hydrophilic. This
process is very obligatory to bring the nanoparticles solubility in water.
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Fig. 2.6 Ligand exchange mechanism
Colloidal stability of MNPs can be enhanced by exchanging ligand molecules
on surface so that new properties can be extended to MNPs easily. Several
hydrophilic ligands like thiol, phospine groups or aminoetc can be used to replace the
ligand present on surface of nanoparticles to transfer into water [20].
2.4.3 Encapsulation
Encapsulation is a modification strategy in which amphiphilic materials is used
to over coat encapsulation nanoparticles. The encapsulation reactions is accomplished
by inserting in two layers of hydrophobic parts of sample with opening ligand on
surface of nanoparticles and provide hydrophilic sectionin the direction of solution.
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Fig. 2.7 Encapsulation mechanism
The MNPs turn to water compatible because of head inside the hydrophilic
section. Furthermore functionalized groups permit for bio modification and
bioconjugation of particles [21]. There are various methods of encapsulation which
can be classified according the material used for the encapsulation and technique used
for encapsulation. Generally the materials used for the encapsulation are hydrophilic
polymer, polymer matrix or inorganic compound or material.
2.5 Materials used for functionalization of MNPs
For the use of MNPs in variety of biomedical application they must possess or
show stability, specific binding and biocompatibility which can be achieved by
functionalization strategy. Variety of materials can be used for the coating of outer
surface of nanoparticles to use for biomedical applications. This part gives attention
on which materials can be used for the protection, functionalization and stabilization
through surface coating. The different stabilizers can attain the criteria and these
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stabilizers are polymeric stabilizer, monomeric stabilizer, small molecules, inorganic
materials etc.

Fig. 2.8 Materials used for surface functionalization of MNPs
2.5.1 Polymers
Polymers have an excellent biocompatibility, colloidal stability and
biodegradability over the other materials. Polymer coating provides excellent
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colloidal stability of MNPs and polymer coating increases repulsive forces and Van
der Waals force of attraction affecting on nanoparticles [22]. MNPs can be anchored
mainly using two approaches i.e. ligand adsorption and ligand exchange to generate a
more stable structure. Polymers with numerous functional groups are merged with
MNPs by adsorbing ligands or exchanging ligands. Active terminal groups help for
polymer coating. Monomeric species like alkoxysilanes, DSMA and bisphosphonates
can be used to support the fitment of polymer coating on surface of MNPs. Polymer
forms a blockade among magnetic particle after functionzation. It prevents
agglomeration and provides several surface properties imparting highest potential to
nanoparticles for biomedical implementions. MNPs functionalization with polymers
provides linking adavantage of MNPs with biomolecules. For biomedical application
usage, the surface potential of the polymer functionalized nanoparticles can be
impacted by complex structures. MNPs can be functionalized with polymers by
fabricating the monodispersed nanoparticles with good defined shapes and
composition. Synthetic polymers and natural polymers are two types of polymeric
materials used for functionalization of magnetic materials [23, 24].
2.5.1.1Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) is an amorphous, hygroscopic and available as
powder. It is nontoxic and neutral in nature. PVP acts as additive to coating of MNPs
and it possesses very good wetting property to form film. Lee et al. [25] have reviewd
PVP functionalized ferrite nanoparticles for MRI application.They found depletion of
T2 MRI intensity compared to normally used feridex for concentration of ferrite
nanoparticles. Jadhav et al. [26] have studied PVP functionalized LSMO
nanoparticles and used for hyperthermia. They concluded that such type of
combustion synthesized PVP coated LSMO nanoparticles are potential heating agent
in hyperthermia.
2.5.1.2 Dextran
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Dextran is natural, neutral polymer, branched polysaccharide composed of
glucose subunits. Polysaccharide polymer like Dextran composed of exclusively of R
(risalfa sign)-D-glucopyranosyl units with varieties of degrees of chain length and
branching. Dextran is being useful as a coating material due to its biocompatibility
and it shows spontaneous associative properties in aqueous dispersion. Dextran is
having a zero (0) net charge and biocompatible in nature. Dextran should be selected
for coating of nanoparticles based on dextran chain size. This sanctions bonding of
hydrogen with nanoparticles surface [27, 28]. Dextran molecules may be released
from nanoparticles surface by dilution or heating and agents like epichlorhydrin can
be used to avoid desorption of dextran [29]. The positive trait of dextran is that it can
be aminated by ammonia. It enables union with complementary chemical groups.
Bautista et al. [30] have studied that Dextran functionalized iron oxide nanoparticles
and found that dextran functionalized nanoparticles have great potential for
biomedical application like cancer theranostics. Khot et al. [31] have studied Dextran
coated MgFe2O4 nanoparticles having size around 20 nm and used for magnetic
particle hyperthermia. Nath et al. [32] have studied the targeting and sensing Novel
Dextran-Coated Iron Oxide Nano rods applications with union with antibodies.
2.5.1.3 Acrypol
Acrypol aqua soluble polymer of acrylic acid having high molecular weight is
useful applications in cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries. Solubility enhances
because of polyol have property to lose proton froma crypolchains (Acrypol is an
aqueous soluble polymer with high density of reactive functional groups) and get
negative (-) charge in water at neutral pH. Hence acrypol polyelectrolyte has potential
to absorb, keep water and expanded in to their initial volume. Acrypol has been used
for coating purpose and also used as suspension media. Acrypol became attractive in
bio-nano area because of its ability to form polymer chain protein via electrostatic as
well as hydrogen bonding [33]. Shete et al. [34] have studied MNPs synthesized by
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alkaline precipitation method and observed that these MNPs are suitable for
hyperthermia therapy applications.
2.5.1.4 Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA)
Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) is hydrophilic and non toxic polymer, which get
transformed into gel of macromolecular network class. PVP coating on surface of
nanoparticles provide monodispersed particle and prevents their agglomeration [35].
Surface functionalization of MNPs with PVA enriches the colloidal stability of the
ferrofluids. PVA irreversibly binds on the surface of MNPs due to inter connected
network with interface. The residual PVA can control MNPs properties like particle
sizes and hydrophobic surface. It is proposed that the lower intracellular uptake of
MNPs with high amount of residual PVA can be linked to the high hydrophilicity of
surface of nanoparticles [36]. Albornoz et al. [37] have performed synthesis of ferric
material which is soluble in water and prepared magnetic gel with PVA.
Biocompatible film was prepared by drying magnetic gel having great stability. Kayal
et al. [38] synthesized Fe3O4 nanoparticles and functionalized with PVP to act as
promising material for targeted drug delivery. Salunkhe et al. [39] have studied in
vitro cytotoxicity evaluations of PVA coated cobalt ferrite nanoparticles effectively
improved their biocomtabibility for biomedical applications.
2.5.1.5 Polyethylene glycol (PEG)
PEG is hydrophilic, linear synthetic and neutral polymer. PEG can be binded to
different surfaces by changing the functional groups. PEG functionalized MNPs show
excellent stability and solubility in water. Blood circulation time of MNPs gets
increased after functionalizing them with PEG and it also enhances their hinderence.
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is broadly utilized surfactant because of its hydrophilicity,
biocompatiblility, hydrophilicity and non-antigenicity. Water compatibilization and
stabilization of MNPs can be improved due to high hydrophilicity of PEG chains [40].
Kim et al. [41] have reported PEG functionalized nanoparticles are incorporated in
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cytoplasm due to their highest attraction for phospholipid bilayer membranes. Chen
Yue-Jian. [42] have prepared PEG functionalized nanoparticles which can be used in
variety of applications like hyperthermia, MRI etc. Khot et al. [43] have synthesized
PEG functionalized nanoferrites and concluded that these nanoferritesare potential
heating arbitrators for in vitro as well as in vivo magnetic hyperthermia. Nikam et al.
[44] have synthesized PEG functionalized CZF MNPs and studied their colloidal
stability for magnetic hyperthermia.
2.5.1.6 Chitosan
Natural

derivatives

and

their

polymers

broadly

used

for

surface

functionalization for biomedical implementations because of polymers are
inexpensive. Chitosan is a natural polysaccharide cationic polymer and is nontoxic.
There are many of studies performed introducing chitosan as MNPs carriers with the
focus of use in biomedical implentations. Chitosan functionalized MNPs are getting
great attention in biomedical area due to it alkaline, biodegradable, hydrophilic and
biocompatible properties. Lee et al. [45] have reported that chitosan has implanted on
to MNPs to synthesis a ferrofluid and they observed that prepared MNPs exhibited a
strong enhancement as contrast agent for MRI.
2.5.2 Monomers
The monomeric stabilizers such as phosphates and carboxylates are utilized for
functionalizing the surface of nanoparticles. They can be also used for dispersibility in
aqueous media.
2.5.2.1Phosphates
Many researchers have reported that alkane sulphonic and alkane phosphonic
acid will be useful as efficient material to provide binding of ligands on the exterior
surface of NPs and stabilize particle dispersion in organic solvents [46]. Due to its
biocompatibility those groups are helpful to coat MNPs for biomedical
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implementaions. Yee et al. [47] have proved the ions of phosphates generate bidentate
complexes having free sites on MNPs surface. They have proposed two binding
schemes for phosphonates ions. Sahoo et al. [48] have observed that derivatization of
surface by different surfactant. It has also observed thatalkyl phosphonatesas well as
phosphates can be helpful for dispersions of nanoparticles obtain.
2.5.2.2 Carboxylates
The MNPs surface can be coated by citric acid in aqueous dispersion.
Carboxylic acid group is important functionality on the surface of nanoparticles.
Growth of MNPs and their properties can affect because of Carboxylates. The
coordination process is helpful to absorption of acid by 1 or 2 functionalities of
surfactant and it is related to steric hindrance. It leaves minimum one carboxylic
group when it reacts with solvent, which giveshydrophilic and –vely charged surface.
Liu et al. [49] observed that if the concentration of citric acid is increased then it
affects on crystallinity of MNPs and they also studied influence of citric acid on
surface of nanoparticles. They observed that presence of citrate is responsible to alter
the geometry of surface of yielded nanoparticles [49].
2.5.3 Small molecules
2.5.3.1 Amines and aminosilanes
For production of various types of functionalized MNPs the short chain
amines and aminosilanes are commonly used as stabilizing agent. Barick et al. have
synthesized the amine-functionalized Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Ethylenediamine coated
iron oxide nanoparticles) in a one step using thermal decomposition technique. They
have refluxed precursors after dissolving in ethylene glycol in presence of surfactant
and ethylenediamine. These formed Fe3O4 nanoparticles were highly stable in aqueos
media and applicable for biological implementation. Another different amine groups
are also used for the stabilization which play vital role in during victorious
functionalization.
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2.5.3.2 Thiols
The compounds present with thiol group show higher affinity for binding to the
NPs. The compounds like DMSA or organo sulpher consist of carboxylic group along
with thiol group and it shows property of stabilizer [50]. Maurizi et al. [51] used post
functionalization strategy to stabilize thio groups on nanoparticles surface using
methoxypolyethylene glycol.

They noticed that after the thiol functionalization

particles show high stability and stability is play vital role for implementation. They
have also explained that after the addition of DMSA stability of thiol group will be
increased.
2.5.4 Inorganic materials
Inorganic compounds are widely being used for surface coating of
nanoparticles and inorganic compound coated material can be very promising for
biomedical applications. Mostly gold and silica are being used for functionalization of
nanoparticles and to protect nanoparticles against agglomeration. They can enhance
stability to MNPs in solution as well as help tobind numerous biological ligands to
nanoparticles surface.
2.5.4.1 Gold
MNPs can be functionalized using Gold (Au) to protect iron core against
oxidation. Gold shell allows facile conjugation with several biomolecules and makes
these composites useful for biomedical application. Gold can also form strong bonds
with sulfur. Au coated nanoparticles can mask them from intravascular immune
system and show absorption band in visible part because of their surface plasmon
phenomenon [52]. Gold functionalized nanoparticles are potential material for optical
applications in biomedical area.
2.5.4.2 Silica
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Silica is usually known for its easy formation and chemical stability. The
process of adsorption of ligand is similar with silica functionalization and silica
functionalized MNPs form a core shell structure. Silica is largely used as surface
coating materials for MNPs. Silica functionalized nanoparticles are colloidally stable,
robust and water-soluble. Agglomeration in liquid is prevented by silica coating for
better protection against toxicity. Two ways to stabilize MNPs in which first is to
shielding of magnetic dipole interaction with silica shell and another is imparting
MNPs with –ve charge and enhance repulsive interactions [53]. There are various
advantages of silica coating on magnetic surface such as better biocompatibility,
hydrophilicity,

ease of surface modification, can be controlled interpaticle

interaction.
2.5.4.3 Metal oxides or sulphides
Distinct physical and chemical properties can be enhanced after the
functionalization of MNPs with metal oxides or metal sulfides. Hong et al. [54] have
prepared ZnO-coated Fe3O4 nanoparticles by using the precursors like ammonium
carbonate and zinc. They observed that coated nanomaterials possess antioxidant
properties in compare with bare nanoparticles. When material is coated with Zno, it
shows astonishing properties like magnetization. These materials have been studied
by number of scientist and they got fantastic results regarding saturation
magnetization [55, 56].
2.6 Functionalization of MNPs with biological molecules
After the primary functionalization of core material another important step is
synthesize bioactive material. Functionalization of iron oxide nanoparticles with
biomoleule has become effectual approach in variety of bioapplications because of
their cytocompatibility. The biomolecules like nucleic acid, proteins, albumin, avidin
etc romp on to the iron oxide surface but this task is a not easy task. For the
biofunctionalization of iron oxide nanoparticles, they (iron oxide nanoparticles and
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biomolecules) must be suitable for each other. There are mainly three types of
conjugations of MNPs with biological substance. The first involves a chemical
modification of the functional group on the iron oxide nanoparticles. The next one is
activation of the moiety of the bioactive substances and third step is based on
modification of biomolecules chemically [57-63].

Fig. 2.9 Representative bioconjugation schemes for the attachment of biomolecules
on surface of MNPs
Electrostatic interaction is commonly used approach among the various
techniques in physical interactions. This electrostatic interaction depends on ionic
attractiveness in the opposite charges. The best example is bonding between –vely
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charged DNA to +vely charged (catonic) nanoparticles. The covalent linkages are
stable and form strong bond between the functional moiety which present on
nanoparticles surface and biomolecules. Out of these, some reactions comprise
conjugation directly that is click chemistry and coupling reactions of carbodiimide.
The functionalization propounds the various functional moieties like aldehyde,
sulfiydryl and amino group on nanoparticles surface, promoting the formation of
conjugation with biomolecules. This strategy is also applicable for the coupling in
amino functionalized nanoparticles and (-COO) group of biomolecule. The click
chemistry is another strategy for directly conjugation of biomolecules. The effective
and fast reactions which require mild condition gives biocompatible linkage [64-68].
2.7 Tabular representation of materials used for functionalization
Sr.
No

Material Used For
Functionalization

Properties/Advantages

Application

Reference(s)

Polymers
1

Dextran

 Stability
 Biocompatibility
 Improves blood circulation
time

 Hyperthermia
 MRI of Spinal
Cord

[31, 69-73]

2

Starch

 Biocompatibility

 MRI
 Drug Delivery [7, 74, 75]
 Contrasting and
imaging

3

Chitosan






 Hyperthermia
 Drug Delivery
 Tissue
Engineering

4

Pullulan

Non toxic
Biocompatible
Linear
Alkaline

 High water solubility
 Drug delivery
 Nontoxic
 Targeting hepatocytesparticle accumulation in the
liver
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Gelatin






Emulsifier
Nontoxic
Natural polymer
Improved bioactivity
Biocompatibility
 Excellent carrier capacity
for drugs

 Cell Separation

 Stabilizes colloidal solution
 Enhances blood circulation
time

 Hyperthermia
 MRI contrast
 Agents

7

Poly
(ethyleneglycol)
(PEG)

 Improves biocompatibility
 Water solubility
 Blood circulation time

 Hyperthermia
 MRI
 Gene
Transfection
 Biosensor

8

PVA

 Prevent conglomeration
 Monodispered






9

Alginate

 Improves stability
 Biocompatibility

10

Polymethylmethacr
ylate (PMMA)

 Improves stability
 Hydrophilicity

 Drug delivery
 Cell separation

[99, 100]

11

Polyacrylic acid
(PAA)

 Improves stability
 Biocompatibility
Bioconjugation

 Drug delivery

[101-103]

12

PEI

 Hydrophilic
 Cancer cell
separation
 Capable for interactions
 Hyperthermia
 Fabrication of stable
ferrofluids
 Improved cytocompatibility

6

PVP

[82-84]

[26,85,86]
[43, 44, 8790]

[39, 91-95]
Hyperthermia
Drug delivery
In vivo imaging
Biosensor
[81, 96-98]
 Drug delivery

[81, 104,
105]

Monomers
1

Phosphate

 Encapsulation of
nanoparticles
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 Electrostatic stabilization
 Sensitive to the pH
2

Carboxylate

 Affect on the growth of
MNPs

 Biological
applications.

[49]

 Hyperthermia
 Separation of
DNA
Drug delivery

[107-109]

Small molecules
1

Amines and
aminosilanes

 Highly water stable
 Stabilizer

2

Thiol

 Stabilizing agent
 Stable under physiological
pH

[110]

Inorganic material
1

Silica

 Biocompatible
 Easyly coupled
 Stabilized Many prospects
for various
 biological applications

 Sensor
 Contrast agents
in biomedical
 Photoacoustic
imaging

[111, 112]

2

Gold

 Completely stable
 Drug delivery
 Magnetic properties of base
material remains unchanged

[113]

3

Metal oxides or
sulphides

 Antioxidant ability

 Hyperthermia
 Antibacterial
activity

[55 ,56]

 Targeted drug
delivery
 Hyperthermia
 Mgnetic cell
seperration.

[114]

Biological molecules
1

Enzymes,
Antibodies,
Protiens,
Nucleic
Acid

 Effective strategy in the
biomedical applications
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Nanotechnology offers vast potential for increasing the performance of products and
processes. Moreover, it will enable us to develop completely new products that will improve
our quality of life in many respects.
-Paul McEuen

Chapter 3

Experimental and Characterization Techniques

3.1 Introduction
MNPs are fascinating the many researchers and scientists these days because
of their in biomedical implementations [1-6]. A synthesis of nanoparticles is needed
to upgrade physical as well as chemical properties of nanoparticles and make them
appropriate for biomedical implementations [7]. MNPs can be synthesized by using
biological, chemical and physical processes.
The characterization of synthesized MNPs is necessary to understand the effect
of synthesis and decide a usability of nanoparticles for biomedical applications
depending on their characteristics. The MNPs can be characterized by phase and
structural analysis, morphological analysis, magnetic properties analysis, dispersion
stability analysis, induction heating or hyperthermia analysis and biocompatibility
analysis [8]. Here, several characterization techniques have been discussed with their
working principle.
3.2 Synthesis of Magnetic nanoparticles
MNPs can be synthesized by physical, chemical and biological approaches.
Chemical method supports the manipulation of sample particle at atomic and
molecular scale. Chemical methods provide the flexibility in synthesizing and
designing new material, which will be converted in purified form. The main benefit of
chemical method over other processes is superior chemical homogeneity as it involves
mixing at molecular level. Several chemical methods included co-precipitation,
polyol, hydrothermal, combustion, microemulsion and thermal decomposition are
available to synthesize of magnetic material for biomedical applications. These
methods are useful to synthesize nanoparticles in uniform composition and narrow
size distribution. Synthesis method should produce controlled particle size, shape,
distribution, crystal structure nanoparticles.
Polyol method is very powerful approach for preparation of non agglomerated
nanoparticles with required size and shape, which can be obtained by controlling the
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kinetic of the precipitation. Polyol like ethylene glycol, diethylene glycol, triethylene
glycol etc. acts as solvent, reducing agent and complexing agent for metallic
precursor. Metal precursor could be soluble in polyol. The mechanism behind this
synthesis process is as: solid metal precursor dissolution used metallic species
reduction, extension of nuclei and metallic phase nucleation. Distribution with narrow
sized nanoparticles can be obtained by achieving complete separation of nucleation
and avoiding aggregation of metal particles during nucleation. Non-aggregated
magnetite nanoparticles can be directly produced by using polyols including ethylene
glycol (EG), temperature using modified polyol process. Here, only reaction with
DEG yields nanoparticles which are non-clustered having uniform shape.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis confirms that MNPs prepared by
polyol methods are monodispersed in nature.

Fig. 3.1 Synthesis of MNPs using polyol method

In advanced polyol method, Sun et al. have prepared uniformally sized
magnetite nanoparticles in which oleic acid and oleylamine is used and at hightemperature reduction of Fe(acac)3 (acac=acetylcetonate) by 1, 2-hexadecanediol.
Variation of reaction conditions and seed-mediated growth is used to adjust particle
diameter up to 20 nm.
3.3 Characterization techniques
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3.3.1 X-ray diffraction technique (XRD)
The X-ray Diffraction (XRD) is basic, powerful and non destructive method,
which is widely used for characterization of nanoparticles. The XRD analysis is used
to get the information about structure, phase, particle size, phase equilibria and
structural parameters like lattice parameter, crystal defects and crystallite size.
Therefore, XRD pattern is impression of crystalline material [9]. In XRD, diffraction
of X-rays occurs exclusively when a wavelength and wave motion is in same order of
magnitude as the repeat distance in the midth of scatterings centers. In 1895, Wilhelm
Roentgen had discovered the XRD technique [10] and Fig. 3.2 shows the schematics
representation of the X-ray diffractometer.

Fig. 3.2 schematics representation of X-ray diffractometer

The diffraction from crystalline material was studied by Bragg and he
formulated by mathematical expression as given in equation (3.1). It is also called as
Bragg’s law [11].

2
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Where,
θ= diffraction angle
d= interplanar spacing
n = order of diffraction
λ= wavelength of x-ray

During the experiment, either λ or θ can be continuously varied to satisfy the
Bragg’s condition. There are mainly three types of diffraction methods distinguished
based on the different quantities are the Laue method, Rotating crystal method and
Powder method. In Laue diffraction method, λ value is varied continuously and θ
value is fixed during the experiment. In powder method, crystal fine powder is
situated in the monochromatic X-ray beam. Powder particles are aggregated and
oriented randomly with incident beam. Rotation is required as materials having micro
crystals and arranged impossible orientations like (100) planes and (110) reflections
and so on. According to Bragg’s law we get constructive interference of x-rays can
occur only at particle Bragg’s angle θ for particular d value. There should be
destructive interference for constructive interference of x-ray and intensity of
diffracted beam should be less [12].
Fig. 3.3 shows the typical X-ray diffractometer and designed as the BraggBrentanogeometry. A diffractometer detect diffracted X-rays using source of X-ray.
For crystalline solid, crystal structure and phase formation is confirmation takes place
by x-ray diffraction studies using diffracted x-rays direction, which give information
about atomic level arrangements.The X-rays reflect from a series of parallel planes in
which three indices h, k and l are used define the orientation as well as interplanar
spacing of planes. Set of planes with these indices cut a-axis in h sections, the b axis
in k sections and the c axis in l sections in unit cell. The planes parallel to
corresponding axis can be indicated by zero.
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Obtained whole destructive interference at θ±dθ if size of diffracting tiny
crystal is small, which widen the peak which are corresponds with diffracted beam in
direct proportion with size of the tiny crystal. Calculation of the particle size carried
out by Scherrer equation (3.2).

D=

0.9 λ
… … 3.2
βcosθB

Where, D represents particle size, θB represents diffraction angle, λ represents
the wavelength of X-rays and β line broadening at Full Width at Half Maxima
(FWHM).

Fig. 3.3 XRD instrument
3.3.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
FTIR gives details about appearance of particular chemistry and is used for
qualitative analysis of organic material and inorganic substances. Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy is originated from reality that Fourier transform is necessary to
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transmute the raw data to definite spectrum. FTIR technique is depended on
molecular spectroscopy principle, where specific molecules engross light energy of
particular wavelengths. It provides phase confirmation based on presence octahedral
and tetrahedral molecular vibrations [13]. The successful anchoring of coating
material on surface of MNPs is confirmed by FTIR technique. Fig. 3.4 shows the
typical FTIR instrument.

Fig. 3.4 FTIR instrument

Fig. 3.5 shows the basic working principle of FTIR technique. Relying on
pattern of bond and elements, molecular bonds vibrate at various frequencies and
there are various particular frequencies at which it can vibrate for any given bond.
The bond can be excited by having absorbed light energy to increase frequency of
molecular vibrations.The light energy resolved by wavelength should be precisely
same the difference in energy between lower state and higher state for any transition
between two states [14]. The band intensities can be exhibited either as transmittance
(T) or absorbance (A) and also IR encloses a spectral region from visible spectrum to
the microwave in the electromagnetic spectrum. FTIR is mainly based on Michelson
interferometer. Fig.3.5 is of typical spectrophotometer which is having three main
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components i.e. Radiation source (Nernst filament (ZrO2 + Y2O3) or Globar (SiC),
Optical path means Monochromator and Detectors.

Fig. 3.5 Basic working principle of FTIR system
3.3.3 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
TGA is used to measure a weight loss or gain of material as function of time or
function of increasing temperature in an atmosphere of various gases or in vacuum.
This analysis is also used to discover composition of material and to confirm stability
of the material at high temperature. TGA can be applied in forensic work or for
examination of water. Inorganic materials, metals, polymers plastics, ceramics,
glasses and composite materials are analyzed using TGA. Powder form of sample
used for analysis so that internal sample temperature remains adjacent to measured
gas temperature [10]. Isothermal Thermogravimetry, Quasistatic Thermogravimetry,
Dynamic Thermogravimetry these are the three types of thermogravimetry. Fig. 3.6
shows the schematic representation of TGA instrument.
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Fig. 3.6 Schematic representation of TGA

In the TGA analysis testing specimen can be placed in pan and this pan is
attached to micro balance and then it is heated for a specific time in a control manner.
Air or inert gases can be used as atmosphere to avert oxidation of material. Plot of
weight change verses temperature is used to present result of experiment.
Specifications of the instrument are Transanalytical instrument mode (SDT 2960) was
used for thermal study.
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Fig. 3.7 Thermogravimetric analysis measurement unit

In Differential thermal analysis techniques, sample material is subjected to a
programmed temperature change to study how it affects on the sample material. The
difference in behavior between the sample material and static reference material is
examined. The latent heat of phase transition is absorbed as soon as the material
changes state, crystal form and temperature of material lags behind that of reference
material. In Differential scanning calorimetry, the variationin energy inputs into a
substance and a reference material is constantly recorded as a function of temperature
and the substance and reference material are subjected to a controlled temperature
program [9].
3.3.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Surface of topography and morphology of specimen can be studied SEM. SEM
is also used to conduct the analysis of point locations selected. This technique can be
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convenient in semi quantitatively or qualitatively to discover chemical compositions,
crystal orientations and crystalline structure.
SEM is based on principle that material
material to be analyzed is focused on a beam of
electron. The elastic and inelastic scattering is generated when a beam of electrons
interconnect with material atoms. The images are formed when signals transmit to the
detector and cathode ray tube through an amplifier
a
[15].

Fig. 3.8 Scanning electron microscopy instrument

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM)
(FE SEM) is a very powerful
technique in the field of material science. For the investigation of molecular structure
of surface as well as theirr electronic properties this technique is very useful. The
electrons are triggered by source are accelerated in field gradient under vaccum and
these accelerated electron beam get across electromagnetic lenses, which focuses on
sample. The several types of electrons are emitted from specimen beacaue of the
bombardment. The detector grasp secondary electron and surface sample image is
collected by measuring secondary electron intensity to scan primary electron beam.
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The image gets displayed on a screen of monitor after the construction. The
specification of the instrument used for our investigation is FESEM (Hitachi S–4800).

Fig. 3.9 FE-SEM Instrument

Fig. 3.10 Schematic representation of FESEM
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3.3.5 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
The particle measurement and physical properties of material is measured by
using TEM. It also provides details about particle size distribution. In TEM, a high
powered beam generated from electron source is used and it is passed across coherent
lens for focusing the beam of object. The transmitted portion is concentrated by
coherent lens produce the image. TEM instrument contains smaple chamber, electron
gun, condenser, projector lenses, objective and vaccum [16, 17]. In the conventional
instrument of TEM for the construction or production of image it uses transmitted or
scattered beam. The specification of instrument used for our investigation is HRTEM
(TEM, JEM–2100F Model, Japan).

Fig. 3.11 Schematic representation of TEM
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The separation of material in water solvent is required to form colloidal
solution in TEM technique. Drop can be located on dried and conducting grid is used
for analysis. Material to be analyzed must be thin and in between range of 0.1 and 1.9
µm.

Fig. 3.12 TEM instrument
3.3.6 Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)
Magnetic field, time and temperature are studied as function of magnetic
characterstics using VSM. VSM technique follows Faraday's law i.e. electric field
will be produced by varying magnetic flux and this can be expressed as in equation
(3.3).

= −

(

cos ) … … 3.3

Where, N is number related with turns in coil, the A represents area under coil
turn and θ is an angle between direction normal to a coil surface and B field. [18].
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Fig. 3.13 Vibrating sample magnetometer instrument

Material to be studied is located on long rod in steady magnetic field and
applied external magnetic field magnetizes the material. Magnetic field around the
material is generated by magnetic dipole-dipole moment and it is called as magnetic
stray field. Magnetic stray field changes as set up of pick up coils to sense same and
function of time. The detection coils voltage can be induced by oscillatory motion of
magnetized material. A trans-impedance amplifier amplifies an induced current. The
magnetization of material can be showed using software and magnetization can be
depended on the strength of magnetic field.
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Fig. 3.14 Schematic representation of VSM

SQUID-VSM
Magnetic properties of tiny material over range of temperatures and magnetic
fields are being studied using analytical instrument called quantum design magnetic
property measurement system (MPMS). It provides computerized control and data
collection. There are few analytical techniques used in SQUID-VSM over standard
VSM to optimize a speed and sensitivity. Material vibration takes place at known
frequency and sensitive detection is employed for data collection and rejection of
factitious signals. The strength of signal produced by a material is independent on the
vibration frequency unlike conventional non-superconducting VSM technique. It
depends only on magnetic moment of material, sensitive design of SQUID detection
circuit and vibration amplitude. In SQUID-VSM, a superconducting magnet is used to
subject the material to magnetic fields up to 70 kOe. Material chamber, SQUID and
liquid helium is used to cool magnet by giving temperature control of sample in
between range of 400 to 1.8 K. System operates properly only if liquid helium and
liquid nitrogen cryogens are in use [19].

Fig. 3.14 SQUID-VSM instrument
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3.3.7 Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
The DLS is a very valuable technique and having too much weightage in the
field of biomedical. The use of this DLS technique gives information about colloidal
stability and aggregation of nanoparticles. The size of nanoparticles in solution can be
characterized by using DLS technique. It is mostly suitable to capture tiny changes in
mean diameter beacuase of adsorbed layers on surface of MNPs. DLS measures the
Brownian motion. Brownian motion states that the hydrodynamic diameter of the
particles and hydrodynamic diameter includes physical particles as well as coating on
the surface and shell of solvent strongly anchored to surface. The particles which are
small in size less than 1 µm can be characterized by DLS technique [20-22].
Brownian motion is responsible for the suspension of macromolecules in a
liquid media undergo because of random collisions with solvent 4π molecules. Here,
probability density function can be expressed by equation (3.4) [23].

P (r, t|0,0) = (4

)

exp(−

4

) … … .3.4

where, D is the diffusion constant.
The size of particle is measured in manner with Stokes-Einstein formula as
expressed in equation (3.5) [24].
=
where,

6 ηa

… … 3.5

is the Boltzmann constant, a is the radius,

represents the

temperature (Kelvin degrees ) and η represents viscosity of solvent.
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Fig. 3.15 Schematic representation of DLS

In present investigation, a DLS instrument PSS/NICOMP 380 ZLS is used.
Electric field of the light induces an oscillating polarization of electrons in the
molecules, when light impinges on matter.

Fig. 3.16 DLS instrument
3.3.8 Induction heating system
There are many therapies available for cancer treatment but magnetic induction
hyperthermia is very popular and effective therapy among other therapies. Magnetic
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induction hyperthermia is most encouraging therapy for cancer treatment and it has
generated lot of interest in medical field. Infectious tumor tissues are extra responsive
to induced heat compared to usual cell. It is controllable and localized heating
method, which does not expose with to be heated parts. Induction heating method is
used in thermal therapy to produce exterior magnetic fields and to control temperature
of fluid in vivo or in vitro applications [25, 26].

Fig. 3.17 Schematic representation of induction heating system

Induction heating system is depended on Faraday's law [27]: "The amount of
voltage created is equal to the change in magnetic flux divided by the change in
time". A large AC can be carried out through a coil at high frequency electricity
source and this is work coil. The intense and high speed changing magnetic are
generated in space into work coil. This alternating magnetic field frequently
demagnetizes and magnetizes iron crystals. The material having vast area into their BH curve will have greatest loss for that material [28, 29].
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Fig. 3.18 Induction heating system instrument

To study potential of material for hyperthermia application, induction heating
was performed in a plastic micro centrifuge 1.5 mL tube using an induction heating
unit (Easy Heat 8310, Ambrell; UK) with a 6 cm diameter and 4 turns heating coil.
The MNPs are suspended in 1 mL of distilled water was placed at the center of the
coil and the applied frequency was 265 kHz. The heat dissipation by magnetic fluid
with field is measured in terms of specific absorption rate (W/g), defined as in
equation (3.6):

SAR = C
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Where, C is specific heat capacity of suspension (4.186 J/ (g °C)), (dT/dt)
denote an initial slope of temperature versus time graph, ms represents mass of
suspension and mm is the mass of the magnetic material in suspension.
3.3.9 Biocompatibility study:Cytotoxicity assay
For biomedical applications, MNPs are enhanced to study interaction with cell
and it is required to ensure absence of any adverse effect on cell. The biocompatibility
of MNPs is a significant factor in biological applications. In depth study of
biocompatibility is required as there is possibility of toxic effects of nanoparticles on
human health. Toxicity of MNPs is controlled by particle shape, size, surface charge,
composition and stability [30]. In biocompatibility study, cytotoxic assay is used to
select MNPs which can be used in redox active and adsorb dyes. Multiple tests need
to be conducted to ensure valid conclusion. The material samples can be forwarded
for doing in vivo tests only after biocompatibility study display no or minimum effects
in used concentrations.Assays like LDH (lactate dehydrogenase), MTT assay, Trypan
blue and identification of cytokine [31]. All potential interferences should be
considered while choosing the correct assay to stay way from obtaining false negative
and false positive results. Assay used to discover cytotoxicity should be valid for to be
tested materials. For example, neutral red test depends on adsorption of dye to
discover living cells [32, 33]. In this work, MTT assay has been used to reduce the
errors and to attain the quality data. It is simple, inexpensive with ease of analyse.
Type of cell and organ can be responsible for toxic effect of nanoparticles. This
may be due to variation in physiology of cell, proliferation state and membrane
characteristics. MNPs are generally initiated into a body through intravenous,
subcutaneous, intra-muscular or intraocular pathway in biomedical applications.
Several cell types based on variety of affected organs ranging fromliver, nervous
system, blood and kidney can be selected for MNPs cytotoxicity study. The
conditions of cells and number optimization are important factors in appropriate
selectionof cell type process for cytotoxic study. In this study, L929 mouse fibroblast
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cell lines and MCF7 (adenocarcinoma cell line of human breast) cell lines have been
selected for cytotoxicity evaluation for nanoparticles [34, 35].

Fig. 3.18 Biocompatibility study on L929 mouse fibroblast cell lines

It is necessary to develop a standard for appropriate dose metrics for
cytotoxicity studies. In vitro, the dose for MNPs is defined at several levels respected
to mode of action and site of action. These dose metrics can have the advantage of
particle dependent dissimilarity in cellular uptake. Dispersion state of nanoparticles is
vital factor for nanotoxicological studies. Therefore, appropriate dose of nanoparticles
should be selected for cytotoxicity assay to understand toxic effects of MNPs [36, 37].
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The parts of this chapter have been published as reserach article.

In thinking about nanotechnology today, what's most important is understanding where it
leads, what nanotechnology will look like after we reach the assembler breakthrough.
-K. Eric Drexler

Chapter 4

Synthesis and Characterization of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles

4.1 Introduction
The iron oxide MNPs are fascinating the many researchers and scientists these
days because of their magnificent physical, chemical properties and possible use in
biomedical applications such as delivery of drug, magnetic resonance imaging,
isolation of DNA of cell, tissue repairing and hyperthermia [1-8]. In nature, an iron
oxide MNPs have been discovered in different forms and Fe3O4 (magnetite), γ-Fe2O3
(maghemite) and α-Fe2O3 (hematite) are most typical among them [9-11]. A synthesis
of nanoparticles is required to improve chemical and physical traits to utilize
nanoparticles appropriate for biomedical applications [12, 13].
The MNPs are synthesized by using physical and chemical processes.
Chemical synthesis processes provide an appropriate route for size control
composition modulation [14-17]. The different properties of nanoparticles like size,
morphology, surface chemistry and composition will be regulated using proper
synthesis process because

physical and chemical properties of MNPs can be

influenced by synthesis methods hence it is important research area to develop useful
properties of nanoparticles [18-20].
4.2 Synthesis methods of MNPs
There are two approaches for the synthesis of nanoparticles shown in Fig.4.1
and they are top down and bottom up. In top down approach, the nanomaterials are
fabricated from big entities or bulk materials without atomic level control. In bottom
up approach, materials are synthesized from molecular components, which are based
on principle of molecular recognition [21]. Synthesis approach should produce the
nanoparticles that satisfy the following criteria:
 Controlled particle size, shape, distribution, crystal structure.
 Stabilization of physical properties.
 Lower impurities or purity improvement.
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Fig. 4.1 Synthesis of nanoparticles
Chemical method supports the manipulation of sample particle at atomic and
molecular scale [22]. In this chapter, different chemical synthesis methods have been
discussed. Chemical methods provide the flexibility in synthesizing and designing
new material, which can be purified into endmost product. The main advantage of
chemical process over other processes is superior chemical homogeneity [23]. Several
chemical methods including co-precipitation, polyol, hydrothermal, combustion, solgel, microemulsion and thermal decomposition are available to synthesize of
magnetic material for biomedical applications. These approaches are being used to
synthesize nanoparticles with invariable composition and narrow size distribution.
4.3 Chemical methods
The various synthesis methods of MNPs have been reviewed and discussed
which is shown in Fig. 4.2. Synthesis of MNPs has become important research area as
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chemical and physical properties of MNPs can be influenced by synthesis methods.
Researchers and scientists have dedicated a lot of efforts in last decade to produce the
monodispersed, size controlled and highly stable MNPs. The MNPs have been
synthesized chemically as shown in below pictorial diagram.

Fig. 4.2 Multi synthesis chemical routes of MNPs for variety of biomedical
application
4.3.1 Co-precipitation method
Co-precipitation method is promising and most used synthesis method for
biomedical applications due to its simplicity, procedures and requirement of less
harmful materials in biomedical applications [24]. Iron oxides (Fe3O4 or γFe2O3) can
be synthesized in aqueous medium by ferric salts and aging stoichiometric mixture of
ferrous. The Fe3O4 formulation is defined as shown in Fig.4.3.
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Fig. 4.3 Synthesis of MNPs using co-precipitation method

The precipitation of Fe3O4 is anticipated at a range of pH value between 8 and
14 in accordane with thermodynamics of reaction with a stoichiometric ratio
(Fe3+/Fe2+) of 2:1 ratio in non oxidizing environment. The Fe3O4 (magnetite) gets
transferred into γFe2O3 (maghemite) in an existence of oxygen as it is very sensitive to
oxygen. Not only oxidation transforms magnetite to maghemite but also several
electron/ions also transfers based on the pH value. The morphology as well as
composition varied with type of used chlorides, nitrates or sulfates salts, reaction, pH
value,ionic strength of media and Fe3+/M2+ ratio

(M = Fe, Co, Ni, Mn, Cu, Mg, Ba,

Sr, etc) [25-27]. Low reaction temperature, environmental friendly solvent high
production, relatively narrow size distribution and simplicity are the advantages of
this apporach. The disadvantage of this approach is that size of particle cannot be
controlled.
4.3.2 Polyol method
Polyol method is very powerful approach for preparation of non agglomerated
nanoparticles with required size and shape, which can be obtained by controlling
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kinetic of precipitation. The mechanism behind this synthesis process is as: solid
metal precursor dissolution dissolved metallic species reduction by the polyol,
extension of nuclei and metallic phase nucleation. The nanoparticles with distribution
can be obtained by achieving complete separation of nucleation and avoiding
aggregation of metal particles during nucleation. Non aggregated magnetite
nanoparticles can be directly produced by using polyols including ethylene glycol
(EG), temperature using modified polyol process. Here, only reaction with DEG
yields non agglomerated magnetite nanoparticles with invariable shape and this can
be corresponded with the suitable number of coordinating groups. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) analysis confirms that MNPs prepared by polyol methods
are monodispersed in nature [28, 29]. The Fe3O4 formulation by polyol method is
shown in Fig.4.4.

Fig. 4.4 Synthesis of MNPs using polyol method

In advanced polyol, Sun et al. [30] have prepared uniform size magnetite
particles by high temperature reduction of Fe (acac) 3 (acac=acetylcetonate) by 1, 2hexadecanediol in the existence of oleylamine and oleic acid. The particle diameter is
adjusted up to 20 nm by chaning reaction conditions.The advantages of polyol
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synthesis method are that the uniform shape and narrow size distributed nanoparticles
can be obtained.
4.3.3 Hydrothermal method
In hydrothermal process, synthesis is being carried out in water media in
autoclaves or reactors where temperature and pressure could be more than 2000 psi
and 200ºC respectively. Ferrite particles can be formed by hydrolysis, oxidation as
well as neutralization of mixed metal hydroxides in hydrothermal method. The
solvent temperature and time affected crucially on quality of products in this process
[31-33]. Many researchers are using this method to synthesize the nanoparticles.
Wang et al.[34] prepared well crystallized Fe3O4 particles using ferrous
chloride and di-amine hydrate by one step process. The synthesized material exhibited
saturation magnetization of 85.8 emu/g and 12.3 emu/g at 140 ºC and 100 ºC
respectively. Zheng et al. [35] have used a hydrothermal method to prepare
nanoparticles in existence of sodium bis (2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate as a surfactant.
The magnetic properties of yielded nanoparticles exhibited a superparamagnetism at
room temperature. The main advantages of this method are that crystallization of
nanoparticles can be improved and high saturation magnetization is obtained by
increasing temperature. Fig. 4.5 shows synthesis of MNPs using hydrothermal
method.
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Fig. 4.5 Synthesis of MNPs using hydrothermal method
4.3.4 Combustion method
In combustion method, an oxidizer, right temperature and fuel are required to
generate a fire. This process is based on highly redox chemical reactions between fuel
and oxidizer. In Redox reaction oxidation process is defined as the addition of oxygen
or electronegative element and reduction is defined addition of hydrogen or
electropositive element [36]. The Fe3O4 formulation by combustion method is shown
in Fig.4.6.
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Fig. 4.6 Synthesis of MNPs using combustion method
Merzhanov [37] has explored this method first time to synthesize number of
oxide materials and nonoxide materials. The process was required fine precursors,
which were ignited at temperatures >1000ºC. Martirosyan et al. [38] yielded
crystalline ferrite nanoparticles with size range of 50-100 nm by using combustion
synthesis of oxides and explained that the porosity of product had increased by
extensive emission of CO2. In combustion process, the magnetic properties of product
and size of particle are depended on content in oxygen concentrations and reactants
mixture.
4.3.5 Sol-Gel method
Sol-Gel method is based on molecular precursors condensation and
hydroxylation in solution, which derives a Sol of particles. Inorganic polymerization
and condensation generate 3-dimensional metal oxide, denominated soak Gel. Hence,
the name of method is Sol-Gel. In sol-gel method, water solution of metal salts is coprecipitated and then followed by treatment to form inorganic or metallo-organic
precursor. Then, this can be concentrated to a gel and eventually fired to produce the
fine grained polycrystalline particles. The reaction is performed at room temperature
so more temperature is required to get final crystalline state. The properties of gel are
largely depending on upon structure formed during the sol stage of sol-gel process
[39-42]. The magnetite formulation by sol-gel method is shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.7 Synthesis of MNPs using sol-gel method

Solinas et al. [43] have produced Fe2O3-SiO2 nanoparticles with a Fe/Si molar
concentration between 0.24 and 0.56 by using sol-gel process. In this work, they
investigated surface of evaporation and volume (S/V) ratio of the sol and the
temperature on the gelation process. The result showed that the gelation process
determines the phase and size of MNPs formed in silica. The main benefits of this
method are that it gives good stoichiometric control and produces ultrafine particles
with narrow size distribution in short time at lower temperature. The disadavantage of
this method is that it produces 3-dimensional oxide networks so it restricts its
efficiency regarding formation of disconnected and independent nanosized particles.
4.3.6 Microemulsion method
In disseminate process, the w/o (water in oil) microemulsion containing of
nano-sized droplets of water disseminated in oil phase and stabilized by suitable
surfactant molecules at the water/oil interface [44, 45]. Salazar-Alvarez has
synthesized MNPs by using reverse emulsions. They used nanoemulsion system
containing AOT-BuOH/cHex/H2O with surfactant/cosurfactant molar ratio of 1 and
surfactant/water molar ratio of 2.85. First nano emulsion holding iron source and
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second holding solution of sodium hydroxide have been mixed to prepare magnetite
nanoparticles. The nano emulsion was encountered with acetone to detach the
particles and then washed with various times with ethanol. The nanoparticles
exhibited superparamagnetic behavior with high magnetization values [46]. The metal
oxide formulation by microemulsion method is shown in Fig. 4.8.

Fig. 4.8 Synthesis of MNPs using mircroemulsion method

The water and oil phases generally contain various dissolved components,
hence selection of the surfactant relies on the physicochemical characteristics of the
system such as cationic, anionic, or non-ionic surfactants can be used [47]. The main
advantage of microemulsion process is the heterogeneity of nanoparticles, which can
be procured by amount of surfactant, oil phase and reacting conditions.
4.3.7 Thermal decomposition method
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Fig. 4.9 Synthesis of MNPs using thermal decomposition method
The iron oxide nanoparticles formulation by thermal decomposition method is
shown in Fig. 4.9. A uniform size iron oxide MNPs size can be synthesized using
thermal decomposition of metallic precursor in which metal acetylacetonates like
[M(acac)n] (M=Fe, Mn, Ni, Cr; n=2 or 3, acac= acetylacetonate), cupferronates,
[MxCupx] (M=metal ion; Cup=Nnitrosophenyl hydroxylamine, C6H5N(NO)O-) [11],
and carbonyls are generally used as organo metallic precursor. A fatty acids, oleic
acid and hexadecylamine can be used as surfactants. In this method, the organo
metallic compounds, surfactants and solvents are conclusive factors for size
morphology and controlling of MNPs [48, 49].
4.4 Experimental
4.4.1 Synthesis of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles by polyol method
Polyol method is best method for preparation of non agglomerated
nanoparticles precise size, which follows kinetic precipitation method for formation
nanoparticles. This method avoids aggregation of metal particles. Synthesis steps of
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles are as below. A mixture of Mn (CH3COO) 2 (6 mmol), FeCl3
(12 mmol) was dissolved in 40 mL diethylene glycol with vigorous stirring for 20 min
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followed by addition of sodium acetate. The mixture was then refluxed for 3 h at 210
°C. Then MNPs were repeatedly washed with a mixture of ethanol and ethyl acetate
in the ratio 1:2 and separated by using a magnetic decantation process and dried at
room temperature [50, 51]. Fig 4.10 represents the setup used for the synthesis of
manganese ferrite nanoparticles and Fig.4.11 shows reaction mechanism of MnFe2O4
nanoparticles synthesis.

Fig. 4.10 Reflux setup used for polyol synthesis of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
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Fig. 4.11 Reaction mechanism of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles synthesis
4.4.2 Characterization of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
XRD (RigakuMiniFlex 600) was used for structural analysis and phase
identification of obtained MNPs by using Cu-Kα (λ=1.5406 Å) in the 2θ range from
20° to 80°. FESEM (Hitachi S–4800) and HRTEM (TEM, JEM–2100F Model, Japan)
were used to determine the morphology and size of the nanoparticles. Presence of
magnetic core as well as coating of the MNPs was confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy
(Alpha ATR Bruker Eco Model). The size distribution of MNPs was determined by
DLS measurements using a PSS/NICOMP 380 ZLS (Particle Sizing System, Santa
Barbara, CA, USA). TGA was performed for thermal study of MNPs using
transanalytical instrument mode (SDT 2960). MNPs were heated from room
temperature to 900 °C with a heating rate 10 °C min–1 under nitrogen (N2) flow to
measure a weight loss. Magnetic characterization was done with SQUID-VSM using
the applied magnetic field of ±40 at room temperature.
4.5 Results and discussion
4.5.1 Structural analysis
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X-ray diffraction analysis
The crystal structure and phase analysis of synthesized MNPs is determined
using

X-ray

diffraction

analysis

(XRD)

technique.

Synthesized

MnFe2O4

nanoparticles were structurally investigated using XRD as shown in Fig. 4.12. The
patterns of XRD were obtained in the 2θ range of 20-80º. The diffraction peaks values
(220), (311), (400), (422), (511) and (440) were obtained with (hkl) and then all peaks
were matched with the JCPDS file number 38-0430. The strongest reflection comes
from the (311) plane and it is corresponding to the cubic spinel structure. The most
intense peak in Gaussian fit (311) was used to calculate a full width at half maxima
(FWHM) is used to determine crystallite size (D) by using equation (3.1). An inverse
spinel cubic structure (Fd3m) of the sample is affirmed from obtained
diffractograms.The Lattice constant (a) was calculated using the d value and with
their respective (hkl) parameters using equation (4.1) by considering single phase of
sample. The Lattice constant value was ~8.346 Å. The calculated lattice constant (a),
identified the samples to be cubic spinel [52]. The crystallite size of MnFe2O4
nanoparticles estimated by Scherrer’s formula is 10 nm. The intensities and position
of lines in diffraction pattern confirm the spinel structure.
a = d h + k + l … … … 4.1
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Fig. 4.12 XRD pattern of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
4.5.2 Microstructural analysis
SEM analysis
A surface morphology MnFe2O4 nanoparticle was analyzed by FE-SEM and
which is shown in Fig. 4.13. The morphology shows that particles are conglomerated
in nature and most of them are roughly spherical. It is dependent on the
intermolecular force between nanoparticles and cumulative behavior of nanoparticles.
The elastic and inelastic scattering is generated when a beam of electrons interacts
with atoms of the material. FE-SEM image of MnFe2O4 shows agglomerated form of
nanoparticles, which are approximatetly 1 µm in size as shown in Fig.4.13 (a).
Fig.4.13 (b) shows that the nanoparticles are separated from each other and
approximately ~ 13 nm in size. This is confirmed by TEM [53].
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Fig. 4.13 FE-SEM images of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
TEM analysis
Fig. 4.14 (a and b) shows TEM image of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles and it shows
the formation of roughly spherical nanoparticles with some conglomeration.The
obtained nanoparticles show average particle size ~13 nm. The particle size matches
with crystallite size calculated from XRD analysis. Fig. 4.14 (c) represents the
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns and it shows bright rings indicating
crystalline nature of nanoparticles as specified in XRD patterns. The pattern of ring is
(220), (311), (400), (511) and (440) planes, which can be clearly seen in XRD results.
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Fig. 4.14 TEM images of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
4.5.3 Chemical bonding study
FTIR analysis
FTIR is a very useful technique to determine functional group of molecule,
which is used during the synthesis process. Fig. 4.15 shows the FTIR spectrum of
MnFe2O4 over the range of 450 to 4000 cm-1. FTIR gives details about stretching
frequencies. The band observed for sample at around ~590 cm-1 is attributed to the FeO which attributed to intrinsic stretching vibrations of metal oxygen at tetrahedral and
octahedral sites. The peak at about 2959 cm-1 corrospond to the C-H stretching. The
other peaks at about 1580 cm-1, 1258 cm-1, 1430 cm-1 and 1057 cm-1 are due to O-H
stretching, C-H bending, C-O bending and O-H bending vibrations, respectively, of
diethylene molecules adsorbed [54, 55].
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Fig. 4.15 FTIR spectrum of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
4.5.4 Magnetization study
VSM analysis
VSM technique is useful to study the magnetic properties of the material as
function of temperature, time and magnetic field.The magnetic properties of MnFe2O4
nanoparticles measured by VSM and measurements carried out at 300 K carried out
as presented in Fig. 4.16. It can be seen from hysteresis curve of MnFe2O4 MNPs at
300 K that there is nocoercivity or remanence exists, indicating the superparamgnetic
behavior. The saturation magnetization observed for MnFe2O4 is found to be 60
emu/g at an applied field of ±40 kOe. The observed value of saturation magnetization
is less in compare to bulk value (80 emu/g) but large in compare to other values [56].
The smaller value of saturation magnetization is because of lattice defects and
existence of magnetically inert layer at the surface of nanoparticles.
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Fig. 4.16 M-H curve of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
4.5.5 Thermogravimetric analysis
TGA analysis
The bonding strength and thermal stability of MNPs is determined using TGA
analysis. Ligands bound more strongly desorb at a higher temperature.
Thremogravimetry curve for MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were recorded in the temperature
range in between 25 to 900 ºC with a heating rate of 10 ºC min-1 in nitrogen
atmosphere. Fig. 4.17 shows weight loss in three steps for MnFe2O4 nanoparticles in
the temperature ranges of room temperature to 200 °C, 200-400 °C and 600-800 °C.
The initial weight loss corresponds to the evaporation of adsorbed water, the weight
loss in second step represents the decomposition of diethylene glycol from the surface
of sample. Weight loss in third from 600-800 °C is quite slow step due to the further
decomposition of sample to form pure MnFe2O4 [29, 57].
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Fig. 4.17 Thremogravimetric pattern of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
4.5.6 Colloidal stability study
DLS analysis
DLS measurements have been performed to find out the hydrodynamic size in
aqueous state. The particles which are small in size less than 1 µm can be
characterized by DLS technique. Fig.4.18 illustrates the hydrodynamic size of
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles in distilled water at pH ~7. The hydrodynamic size of
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles is found to be ~104.5 (±13.0) nm. DLS shows large size of
nanoparticles as compared XRD and TEM. Discrepant result in TEM and DLS
techniques is the main reason that we cannot exclude for the samples where
aggregation of two to three nanocrystals capped together within the same polymer
shell. The MnFe2O4 nanoparticles in present case exhibit hydrodynamic size close to
the mentioned values there by having potential application in biomedical field [58].
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Fig. 4.18 HDD at pH~7 in water for MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
4.6 Conclusions
This chapter gives brief account on various chemical methods used for
synthesis of MNPs. MnFe2O4 nanoparticles synthesized using polyol synthesis
method. The structural, magnetic and morphological properties of MnFe2O4
nanoparticles have been studied in detail. An experimental result revealed that
exhibition of superparamagnetic behavior and at room temperature high saturation
magnetization i.e. 60 emu/g. Surface morphology of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles shows
that particles are conglomerated in nature and most of them are roughly spherical. The
nanoparticles size 13 nm is obtained by this polyol method and will useful in
biomedical application.
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The parts of this chapter have been published as reserach article.

Nanotechnology will eventually apply to all cancers. However, this grant is focusing on breast
and prostate cancers because they represent a number of compelling challenges and
opportunities in cancer research.
-Sean Murdock

Chapter 5

Studies on functionalization of MnFe2O4 Nanoparticles with APTES

5.1 Introduction
For the application of nanotechnology in biology and medicine, nanomaterial
should satisfy below criteria:
 Nanoparticles must be outlined to interconnect cells and proteins without
disconcerting the biological activities.
 Nanoparticle should conserve colloidal stability.
 Nano-material should be biocompatible and non-toxic.

The above criteria are obtained by selective fabrication of nanoparticle’s
surface using molecules. The remarkable properties and usefulness of nanoparticles
can arise from their anomaly including size, superparamagnetism, surface to volume
ratio and biocompatibility [1]. MNPs are being used in various biomedical
implementations like magnetic hyperthermia, MRI, drug delivery, cell labeling [2-7].
Different techniques can be used for surface modification by using different
surfactants like polymers, lipids and fatty acids. Due to the capping of nanoparticles
their surface functionality, charge, reactivity, storage life and dimensions may
changes. Variety of functional groups has been used to modification of surface of
MNPs. Stability of nanoparticles can be improved by absorbing various surfactants on
the surface of nanoparticles. The absorbed surfactant layer generates repulsive force
between nanoparticles and restricts flocculation there, which improves the stability in
water or other media [8-11].
MNPs can be coated by different types of surfactants to minimize toxicity,
avert cluster formation, extend storage life and escalate the compatibility between
nanoparticles and aqueous medium [12, 13]. Here, (3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane
(APTES) is used as coating material due to its biocompatibility, existence of amino
functional groups for bonding of different bioactive molecules and less toxicity.
APTES is amine silane normally used in the functionalization of surfaces and process
of silanization with alkoxysilane molecules. Silanization is the covering of a surface
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with organo functional alkoxysilane molecules. The surface of MNPs can be anchored
by silane coupling agent by directly silanizing with APTES [14]. APTES compound
is an important coupling agent has found its applications in surface-decoration in
which they form monolayer of amino-silane and is a widely used grafting agent [15].
Active amino groups (-NH2) enhance surface functionalization and it covalently
bonds with other active groups such as carboxyl (COOH), which can bond with other
functional groups or antibodies [16].

Fig.5.1 Structure of 3–aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)
In present investigation, polyol method is used to synthesize MnFe2O4 MNPs
and functionalized with APTES to enhance the colloidal stability for along with the
structural, morphological and magnetic characteristicsis. The prime objective of this
work is to study the functionalization of the nanoparticles. Coated and uncoated
nanoparticles are abbreviated as P1 and P2 through out the chapter.
5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Synthesis of APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
The synthesis of bare MnFe2O4 nanoparticles has been explained in section
4.4.1 of Chapter 4. Fig.5.2 represents procedure for synthesis of APTES coated
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles.

The
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aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) by silanization reaction. The MnFe2O4
nanoparticles obtained by above polyol method were dispersed in an ethanol and
water and sonicated to get uniform dispersion. The 2 mL APTES was added, while
bath temperature at 40 °C and stirred for 2 h. The formed product was separated by
magnetic decantation process and dried at room temperature [31]. This sample
denoted as ‘P2’.

Fig. 5.2 Graphical representation of synthesis of APTES coated MnFe2O4
nanoparticles
After that, the coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were washed several times with
double distilled water, to remove excess amount of chemicals. After purification, NPs
dried naturally and are subjected to characterize using various techniques. Fig. 5.3
represents procedure for synthesis of APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles.
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Fig. 5.3 Procedure for synthesis of APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
5.2.2 Characterization
The XRD (Rigaku MiniFlex 600) was used for structural analysis and phase
identification of obtained MNPs by using Cu-Kα (λ=1.5406 Å) in the 2θ range from
20° to 80°. FESEM (Hitachi S–4800) and HRTEM (TEM, JEM–2100F Model, Japan)
were used to determine the morphology and size of the nanoparticles. Presence of
magnetic core and coating of the MNPs were confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy (Alpha
ATR Bruker Eco Model). The size distribution of MNPs was determined by DLS
measurements using a PSS/NICOMP 380 ZLS (Particle Sizing System, Santa
Barbara, CA, USA). Transanalytical instrument mode (SDT 2960) was used for
thermal study of coated and uncoated MNPs. MNPs were heated from room
temperature to 900 °C with a heating rate 10 °C min–1 under nitrogen (N2) flow to
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measure a weight loss. Magnetic characterization was carried out with SQUID-VSM
under the applied magnetic field of ±40 at room temperature.
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Structural analysis
XRD analysis
Structural analysis and phase identification of obtained MNPs were performed
using XRD technique. Diffraction patterns of P1 and P2 samples are showed in Fig.
5.4 The diffraction peaks are indexed at (220), (311), (400), (422), (511) and (440)
planes and all the peaks are matched with the cubic spinel structure of MnFe2O4
(JCPDS Card No. 73-1964). The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the most
intense peak (311) is used to calculate crystallite size of MNPs by Scherrer’s formula
(3.1). An inverse spinel cubic structure (Fd3m) of both samples is affirmed from
obtained diffractograms. The Lattice constant value was ~8.346 Å and it was
calculated considering single phase for both samples. It can be concluded from XRD
pattern that coating with APTES does not influence the crystal structure of MnFe2O4.
It is observed that after APTES coating peak broadening increased and intensity is
slight decreased. The crystallite size calculated by Scherrer’s formula is 8~10 nm
[33].
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Fig. 5.4 XRD patterns of uncoated MnFe2O4 (P1) and APTES coated MnFe2O4 (P2)
5.3.2 Microstructural analysis
SEM analysis
SEM is used to determine morphology of the prepared samples as shown in
Fig. 5.5. (a and b) The uncoated nanoparticles have shown more agglomeration in
comparison with coated one due to the dipole-dipole interaction. Both the
nanoparticles are spherical in shape. The coated nanoparticles formed clusters due to
the magnetic nature of nanoparticles [34]. Fig.5.5 (a) shows complicated morphology
due to high agglomeration while Fig.5.5 (b) shows distinct nanoclusters which are
roughly spherical in shape. After coating, morphology of MnFe2O4 is observed in
uniform crystal size.
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Fig. 5.5 FE-SEM images of (a) uncoated MnFe2O4 (P1), (b) APTES coated MnFe2O4
(P2)
TEM analysis
The particle size and morphology of uncoated and coated MNPs were studied
with the help of TEM, which are shown in Fig. 5.6 (a, b) TEM images show roughly
spherical nanoparticles having some irregularities, with slightly wide size distribution.
However, sample (P2) i.e. APTES coated MNPs shows slight conglomeration. This is
probably due to the oriented attachment growth mechanism leading the minimization
of surface energy. It depends on the collective behaviour of nanoparticles and
intermolecular force existing between them [35]. The average particle size is within
the range 11-13 nm, which is in well accordance with the particle diameters obtained
from XRD data. The corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns
of coated sample (P2) in Fig. 5.5(c) show glowing ring patterns indicating crystalline
nature of sample.
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Fig. 5.6 TEM images of (a) uncoated MnFe2O4 (P1), (b) APTES coated MnFe2O4 (P2)
and (c) SAED pattern
5.3.3 Chemical bonding study
FTIR analysis
The existence of APTES on the surface of MNPs was confirmed by FTIR
spectroscopy. FTIR spectra of uncoated and coated nanoparticles are shown in Fig.
5.7. The band observed for sample (P1) at around ~590 cm-1 is attributed to the Fe-O
and peaks at about 2870-2959, 1580, 1430 and 1057 cm-1 are due to C-H stretching,
O-H stretching, C-H bending, C-O bending and O-H bending vibrations respectively
[37, 38]. The bands noticed for sample (P2) at 584 correspond to Fe-O-Si. However,
these bands cannot be seen in FTIR spectrum due to overlapping with Fe-O vibration
of nanoparticles. The adsorption of silane onto the surface of nanoparticles was
confirmed by peaks at 1066 cm-1, 1561 cm-1, 3343 cm-1, 1483 cm-1 corresponds to SiO-Si, N-H bending, N-H stretching and C-N stretching vibrations, respectively. The
presence of anchored propyl group was confirmed by C-H stretching vibrations that
appeared at 2936 and 2887 cm-1 [39, 40]. Therefore FTIR spectrum confirms the
presence of APTES on the surface of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles.
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Fig. 5.7 FTIR spectra of uncoated MnFe2O4 (P1) and APTES coated MnFe2O4 (P2)
5.3.4 Magnetization study
VSM analysis
The M versus H measurement is taken at 300 K to understand the effect of
functionalization on the magnetic behavior of MnFe2O4 and results have been
displayed in Fig.5.8. A hysteresis curve of uncoated (P1) and APTES coated (P2)
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles at 300 K show that coercivity and remanence are negligible
for both the samples. It indicates the superparamagnetic behavior of MnFe2O4
nanoparticles before and after coating. The Ms values of APTES coated MnFe2O4
(53 emu/g) which is smaller than the Ms values of uncoated MnFe2O4 (60 emu/g) at
an applied field of ±40 kOe. The reduction in magnetization for sample (P2) is due to
the coating, which reduces the magnetization value because of magnetic dipolar
interaction [41, 42].
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Fig. 5.8 M-H curve of uncoated MnFe2O4 (P1) and APTES coated MnFe2O4 (P2)
5.3.5 Thermogravimetric analysis
TGA analysis
TGA provides further confirmation on structure of coating on surface of
nanoparticles.TGA analysis of uncoated and coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles is shown
in Fig. 5.9. Thermogravimetric (TG) study of uncoated and coated MnFe2O4
nanoparticles is carried out in nitrogen atmosphere in temperature range from room
temperature to 900 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C min-1. The uncoated MnFe2O4
nanoparticles exhibit lower weight loss as compared to coated nanoparticles. The
sample (P1) in Fig. 5.9 shows weight loss in three stages in the temperature ranges of
room temperature to 200 °C, 200-400 °C and 600-800 °C. The weight loss
ininitialstep corresponding to the evaporation of adsorbed water and moisture, the
weight loss in second step represents the decomposition of diethylene glycol from the
surface of sample and weight loss in third step from 600-800 °C, it is quite slow step
due to the further decomposition of sample to form pure MnFe2O4 [43]. The Sample
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(P2) shows TGA curve of APTES coated nanoparticles. A drastic drop can be seen in
the range 150-400 °C and it is contributed from the thermal decomposition of the 3aminopropyl groups [44]. TGA analysis has confirmed that APTES get anchored on
the surface of MnFe2O4.

Fig. 5.9 Thremogravimetric pattern of uncoated MnFe2O4 (P1) and coated MnFe2O4
(P2)
5.3.6 Colloidal stability study
DLS analysis
DLS

measurements

have

been

performed

to

study the

effect

of

functionalization on the overall size of the MNPs when dispersed in double distilled
water. Fig. 5.10 illustrates the hydrodynamic size of the uncoated (P1) and APTES
coated (P2) MnFe2O4 in distilled water at pH ~7. The hydrodynamic size of uncoated
and APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles is found to be ~104.5 (±13.0) and ~50.2
(±9.7) nm, respectively. DLS show large size of nanoparticles as compared XRD and
TEM due to their accumulation in absence of exterior magnetic field caused by
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magnetic dipole–dipole interactions between nanoparticles and it leads to larger
hydrodynamic size. There is discrepancy in size measurements from TEM and DLS
techniques. This is readily due to the reason that we cannot exclude for the samples
where small aggregates of two to three nanocrystals capped together within the same
polymer shell. Hydrodynamic size of MNPs is one of the key characteristic for
biomedical applications [36]. The MnFe2O4 nanoparticles in present case exhibit
hydrodynamic size close to the mentioned values there by having potential application
in biomedical field.

Fig. 5.10 DLS histogram of uncoated MnFe2O4 (P1) and APTES coated MnFe2O4
(P2)

5.4 Conclusions
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Monodispersed MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were synthesized by a polyol method
successfully and surface of MnFe2O4 was coated with 3-aminopropyltriethoxy silane
(APTES) in order to obtain well-dispersed surface functionalized biocompatible
MNPs. This study demonstrated the effect of APTES coating on the surface behavior
of MnFe2O4 MNPs. A simple ultrasonication method can be used for coating of
APTES on the surface of MnFe2O4 MNPs. The APTES is anchored on the surface of
MnFe2O4 via silanization reaction and it is confirmed from FTIR as well as TGA
study. From the SEM and TEM analysis it is observed that MNPs are roughly
spherical or ellipsoidal-shaped and were around 11-13 nm in size. Experimental
results showed that nanoparticles exhibited superparamagntic behavior and high
saturation magnetization at room temperature.
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The impact of nanotechnology is likely to exceed the impact that the electronics revolution
has had on our lives.
-Steve Jurvetson
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6.1 Introduction
In the beginning of 21st century, the foremost communal health issue problem
is restriction of cancer disease. Cancer has continued as leading reason for deaths in
the world despite intensive attempts taken to restrict the cancer. In cancer, the unusual
tissues or cells grow with likely to conquer parts of the body and eventually they harm
the body. The unusual tissues or cells form a subset of (neoplasm) tumor. These
unusual tissues or cells can penetrate into normal body tissues. These unusual tissues
or cells can be furthermore recognized by breast cancer, lung cancer, colon cancer etc.
In 1957, Gilchrist et al. had first evinced the use of nanoparticles for cancer therapy
using magnetic hyperthermia. Normally, cancer therapies are categorized into
radiotherapy chemotherapy and surgery treatments but these treatments are not always
adequate to assassinate the disease from bottom or root. Radiation therapy and
chemotherapy may be used along with surgery. But these types of treatments show
some side effects. To overcome from these side effects, an efficient treatment is
required and this can be done by magnetic hyperthermia without any side effects [1].
In hyperthermia treatment, the cancer tissues or cells are killed in temperature
range of 43-47 °C with minimal injury to normal cells. Healthy cells can survive up to
temperature 46 °C but not cancerous cells [2, 3]. Magnetic hyperthermia is also
known as thermotherapy which is relatively new method for cancer therapy. In this
treatment, alternate magnetic field and MNPs integrates and used as a heating source
for cancer cell treatment. MNPs are injected in tumor cells and exterior magnetic field
is applied in hyperthermia therapy. After the injection of MNPs, they enter in affected
area and cancer cell can be destroyed by reaching temperature around 42-46 °C
without influencing normal cells [4].
6.2

Magnetic hyperthermia of MNPs
There are many therapies available for cancer treatment but some are costly

and some have side effects. Hyperthermia therapy is most encouraging therapy for
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cancer treatment. The concept of applying heat to treat certain condition or tumor is
not a new, it has long history. In ancient history, Greeks, Romans and Indians used to
apply a heat to treat various tumors. In 1988, Westermarck intentionally used
hyperthermia to treat cancer with temperature of 42 to 44oC. In 1950s decade,
hyperthermia therapy using magnetic field and nanoparticles has been started. There
are 2 types of heating treatments renowned i.e. hyperthermia and thermoablation.
Hyperthermia therapy can be performed between 41 to 46o C, where as
thermoablation can be performed between 46 to 56 oC to destruct the tumors. In
thermal therapy, the applied heat should be appropriate and should be applied to
correct site or part of body. Also, cancer cells get damaged or killed only when
applied temperature is high enough and sustains long enough [5, 6].
There are many ways by which heat is induced for hyperthermia therapy. The
most usual ways are direct application of heat, microwave heating, focused
ultrasound, induction heating and magnetic hyperthermia. Magnetic hyperthermia is
very popular and effective therapy among hyperthermia therapies. Magnetic
hyperthermia produces controllable heat inside patient's body and temperature
distribution can be controlled by size of MNPs [7]. In 1999, Jorden et al. [8] was first
instigated the magnetic fluid hyperthermia technique. A fluid containing MNPs can be
injected into cancer tissues or cells and exterior alternating magnetic field is being
applied with frequencies. The MNPs generate heat and destroy tumor cells or tissues.
The most challenging issue is to heat only cancerous cells without destroying
healthy cells. There are different techniques like radiofrequency, infrared radiations
etc and tubes with hot water bath available for induction of hyperthermia. However,
these are not so beneficial or suitable techniques due to its various side effects.
Therefore magnetic hyperthermia is propitious therapy which imply on dispersion of
MNPs throughout the affected tissue by applying an exterior AC magnetic field. A
fluid containing MNPs can be injected into cancer tissues or cells and exterior
alternating magnetic field is being applied with frequencies in hyperthermia therapy
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using MNPs. The fluid must biocompatible and well dispersed [9]. When a mixture of
MNPs and water or hydrocarbon fluid infused or suffused in tumor or cell and
exposing an exterior alternating magnetic field with different frequencies which
generate heat and it can become source of heat to raise a temperatures which can
weaken or destroy unusual cancer affected tissues or cells [10].
Magnetic hyperthermia has received huge recognition because of various
following reasons:
 Targeted, homogenous and controlled heat generation capacity.
 Ability to access deep rooted tumor.
 Ability to specifically target the tumor vasculature or hypoxic tumor.
6.3 Magnetic induction heating
Local hyperthermia using MNPs has become a potential therapeutic modality
of cancer therapy in the area of medicine. The main principle of MNPs based
hyperthermia is a distribution of nanoparticles through targeted tumor area or site
accompanied by heat generation using an exterior alternating magnetic field. Heat
generation efficiency due to applied magnetic field of any particle is measured by
SAR. Heating mechanism of MNPs includes three types of heat losses i.e. hysteresis
losses, Neel and Brownian relaxation losses. The Brownian and Neel diffusion of
MNPs magnetic moment govern magnetization relaxation with very less hysteresis
loss [11, 12].
Magnetic heat induction of MNPs provides following advantages over
traditional hyperthermia treatment:
 MNPs can have sizes from few nm to tens of nm. Therefore, tumor cells absorb
them easily. It increases the effectiveness of delivering heat to targeted tissue.
 MNPs can efficiently pass brain barrier and blood.
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 MNPs can be easily engineered into colloidal form with different drug delivery
approaches.
 Magnetic fields within armless range can be applied to human body.
6.3.1 Mechanism of magnetic induction heating
In magnetic induction, sample can be exposed to higher frequency magnetic
field, which originates electric field causing in Joule heating by conduction current
law. Spinel ferrites are promising candidates for hyperthermia therapy because of
their higher frequency response, higher resistivity property and higher heating ability.
In magnetic induction heating system, the MNPs are subjected to an exterior AC
magnetic field and due to their losses during their magnetization turnaround process
[13, 14]. Principle mechanism of cancer hyperthermia therapy using MNPs is shown
in Fig. 6.1

Fig. 6.1 Mechanism of magnetic fluid hyperthermia
6.3.2 Heat dissipation processes by MNPs
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In induction heating, when MNPs are attributed to an exterior AC magnetic
field it generates heat, which diminishes the cancer cells at 42-46 °C without affecting
normal cells. MNPs having core diameter < 20 nm can be used in magnetic
hyperthermia.

The

nanoparticles

should

be

well-dispersed

in

the

fluid

superparamagnetic. The magnetization relaxation is ruled by collaboration of two
rotations i.e. external rotation and internal rotation. It means Brownian and Neel
diffusion of magnetic moment of particles with less contribution by hysteresis loss.
The mechanism of relaxation is not only depends on the size of MNPs but also on the
magnetic material. There are three different processes by which MNPs can
generate heat in exterior alternating field i.e. eddy current losses, hysteresis losses
and Néel and Brownian relaxation losses [15-17].
Hysteresis losses
Magnetic structure of MNPs is voluntarily breaks into domains. Domains
are regions collecting magnetic moments of particle with same orientation.
Magnetization exhibits nonlinear behavior when the sample is subjected to the cycle
of positive/negative fields, which can be described by singular representation called
hysteresis loop. This normally happens at high field magnitudes. Magnetization and
demagnetization of magnetic core causes the hysteresis loss when current flow in
reverse and forward direction. Magnetic flux increases as magnetization force
increases whereas magnetic flux doesn't get decreased at matching rate when
magnetization force decreases. It decreases slowly. Flux density can have positive (+)
value when magnetization force reaches to 0 (zero). Magnetization force should be
applied in -ve direction to reach flux density at zero. The heat freed by MNP through
hysteresis loss is given by,

=
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Fig. 6.2 Hysteresis loop
Relaxation Losses
Heating of magnetic nanoparticles is caused by magnetic relaxation loss.
Relaxation losses can be categorized as Néel relaxation loss and Brownian relaxation
loss.
Neel relaxation loss
The Néel relaxation loss can be demonstrated by magnetic moment’s rotation.
In this case, the magnetic moment of MNPs normally has two steady orientations anti
parallel to each other due to magnetic anisotropy of MNPs and can unconnected by
energy barrier. There is limited possibility for magnetization to forward and reverse
direction at finite temperature. The shape and surface of material, volume of the
superparamagnetic MNPs can influence the Néel relaxation time so the heating
efficiency MNPs.
The formula for the Néel relaxation time constant is defined as:
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=

where
density,

…….6.2

represents relaxation factor, K represents magnetic anisotropy energy

denotes mean particle volume,

represents absolute temperature,

is the Boltzmann constant, and T

= 10-9 s.

Fig. 6.3 Neel relaxation loss
Brownian relaxation loss
The magnetic moment gets aligned with magnetic field (H) and particle gets
rotated under an AC magnetic field in Brownian rotational relaxation (

). Heat can

be produced during rotation and heat dissipation can be occurred after strike with
adjacent medium and it is because of Brownian motion within carrier liquid. This
corresponds to magnetic nanoparticles rotation as torque. This is attributed to the
rotation of the magnetic particle as a whole because of the torque employed on
magnetic moment by exterior AC magnetic field. The energy freed during relaxation
is called Brownian relaxation. Brownian relaxation at the temperature (T) is expressed
by:
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3

=

… … 6.3

Where, η represents dynamic viscosity of liquid carrier and
hydrodynamic radius,

denotes

is Boltzmann constant.

Fig 6.4 Brownian relaxation loss
Eddy current loss
Following the Faraday-Lenz’s law [18] of electromagnetic induction, when an
AC field penetrates a conducting the sample, the associated time-varying magnetic
flux can be induced the evolution of eddy currents opposing to the applied field (Fig.
6.5). The reduction in field is depended on electrical conductivity of material and field
frequency and permeability. The loss of heat occurred because of the eddy currents
(ED) is calculated by:
=

(

)
20

… … 6.4

Where, µ represents the permeability, d represents diameter and

represents

material’s resistivity.
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Fig. 6.5 Eddy current loss mechanism
Magnetic induction heating of MNPs is normally occurred by hysteresis loss
and relaxation loss in alternating magnetic field because of eddy current generated
heating is very small as compare to magnetic losses [5].
6.3.3 Specific absorption rate
The capacity of heating of MNPs is measured by SAR value and SAR value is
defined as heat quantity generated per unit gram of the magnetic material per unit of
time. SAR value for magnetic nanoparticles can be calculated by:
=

… … 6.5

where, C represents specific heat capacity of the water (4.18 Jg-1K-1). The
represents initial slope and ms is mass of suspension and mm is mass of the magnetic
material in suspension. SAR value must as highest as possible in the case of
hyperthermia application [5, 19].
The SAR value controlled by following factors:
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 Amplitude of magnetic field(H)
 Used frequency (f)
 Permeability of particle (µ)
 Size and shape of particle

6.4 Experimental
Experiment of induction heating of polyol synthesized bare MnFe2O4 and
APTES functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs was carried out in a plastic micro centrifuge
1.5 mL tube using an induction heating unit (Easy Heat 8310, Ambrell; UK) with a 6
cm diameter and 4 turns heating coil. The MNPs are suspended in 1 mL of distilled
water was placed at the center of the coil and the applied frequency was 265 kHz. The
heat dissipation by magnetic fluid with field is measured in terms of specific
absorption rate (W/g).

Fig. 6.6 Induction heating experiment representation
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To keep the temperature of the coil at ambient temperature, water circulation in
coils was provided. Concentrations 5 mg mL-1 and 10 mg mL-1 in water were taken to
study the heating characteristics for hyperthermia applications. Samples were
sonicated for 10 min for homogenization to obtain reliable mensuration. The AC
magnetic fields 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe were applied to measure temperature rise
of APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles at 265 kHz frequency.
For the conducted experiments, the magnetic field was calculated from the
relationship:
= 1.257

… … … 6.6

Where, n, i and L denote the number of turn, applied current and diameter of
turn in centimeters respectively. Calculated values of magnetic field (H) at 200, 300
and 400A were 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe which is equivalent to 13.3, 20.0 and 26.7
kAm-1 respectively. The rise in temperature was measured using an optical fiber probe
having accuracy 0.1 °C.
6.5 Results and discussion
6.5.1 Hyperthermia properties of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
Self heating temperature rise properties of bare MnFe2O4 nanoparticles have
been studied for different concentrations and field amplitude. The concentrations 5
mg mL-1 and 10 mg mL-1 in water were taken to study the heating characteristics for
hyperthermia applications. The samples were sonicated for 30 min for
homogenization for reliable mensuration. The AC magnetic fields 167.6, 251.4 and
335.2 Oe were applied to measure temperature rise of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles at 265
kHz frequency.
Fig. 6.7 shows the temperature vs time curve for MnFe2O4 nanoparticles (5 mg
mL1) at different fields 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe at 265 kHz frequency. It is clearly
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observed that both samples attained hyperthermia temperature range at all field
amplitudes within short period of time.
It is observed that the threshold hyperthermia temperature is achieved by both
(5 mg mL-1 and 10 mg mL-1) at all fields (167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe) at 265 kHz
frequency. Fig. 6.7 shows the time required to achieve hyperthermia temperature for 5
mg mL-1 concentration.

Fig. 6.7 Temperature kinetic curve for MnFe2O4 nanoparticles (5 mg mL-1) at
different applied AC magnetic fields (167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe)
There is expeditious temperature expanding in initial stages is because of the
magnetic hysteresis loss, Neel and Brownian relaxations of each ferromagnetic
nanoparticles activated by exterior AC magnetic field [20]. For 10 mg mL-1 sample,
time required to reach the appropriate hyperthermia temperature is less as compared
to 5 mg mL-1. Fig. 6.7 and 6.8 represent rise in temperature and Fig. 6.9 shows the
hyperthermia efficiency i.e. SAR value. The SAR values of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
are calculated using equation 6.7. SAR of 5 mg mL-1 concentration is increased from
147.80 to 251.44 W/g-1 with increase in the field from field from 167.6 to 335.2 Oe
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respectively, where as SAR of 10 mg mL-1 concentration is increases from 108.3 to
165.88 W/g−1 with increase in the field from field from 167.6 to 335.2 Oe at 265 kHz
frequency.

Fig. 6.8 Temperature kinetic curve for MnFe2O4 nanoparticles (10 mg mL-1) at
different applied AC magnetic fields (167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe)
The SAR value is high for 5 mg mL-1 compared to 10 mg mL-1 concentration
even though there is high temperature rise in the case of sample 10 mg mL-1
compared to 5 mg mL-1.
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Fig. 6.9 SAR values for MnFe2O4 nanoparticles (5mg/mL and 10 mg/mL) at different
applied AC magnetic fields (167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe)
This may be due to particle conglomeration in high particle concentration,
which leads to extreme rise in dipole-dipole interaction in particles. Higher the SAR
value, superior is the candidate material to be used for hyperthermia therapy [20-22].
The SAR value for MnFe2O4 nanoparticles which are prepared by polyol method is
the higher than MnFe2O4 nanoparticles prepared by other methods. Therefore, it can
be concluded that MnFe2O4 nanoparticles prepared by polyol method with high SAR
value can be considered as great potential material for hyperthermia applications.
6.5.2 Hyperthermia
nanoparticles

properties

of

APTES

functionalized

MnFe2O4

Temperature kinetics and SAR of APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles are
shown in Fig. 6.10. The concentrations 5 mg mL-1 and 10 mg mL-1 in water were
taken to study the heating characteristics for hyperthermia applications. The samples
were sonicated for 10 min for homogenization for reliable mensuration. The AC
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magnetic fields 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe were applied to measure temperature rise
of APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles at 265 kHz frequency. Fig. 6.10 and 6.11
represent rise in temperature and Fig. 6.12 shows the hyperthermia efficiency i.e.
SAR value. A heat is dissipated to the surrounding due to interaction of MNPs with
applied field and delay in the relaxation of the magnetic moment. From VSM study, it
is already clear that APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles are superparamagnetic in
nature. For superparamagnetic nanoparticles, heat losses are due to friction occurring
from particle oscillations and rotation of magnetic moments with each field, which are
Néel and Brownian relaxation modes. Temperature was increased with increase in
applied magnetic field with time for both concentrations. Magnetic field 167.6 Oe is
sufficient to reach the hyperthermia temperature within short time at a frequency of
265 kHz [20-22].

Fig. 6.10 Temperature kinetic curve for APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles for 5
mg mL−1 concentration at different magnetic fields (167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe)
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Fig. 6.11 Temperature kinetic curve for APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles for 10
mg mL−1 concentration at different magnetic fields (167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe)

Fig. 6.12 SAR value of APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
The SAR values of APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles are calculated using
eq. 6.5 and which are increased from 73.90 to 261.53 W g-1 for 5 mg mL-1 and 64.20
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to 216.98 W g-1 for 10 mg mL-1 with increasing field strength and these values are
very astonishing. The SAR value is high for 5 mg mL-1 compared to 10 mg mL-1
concentration despite there is higher temperature rise in the case of sample 10 mg mL1

compared to 5 mg mL-1. This may be due to particle conglomeration in high particle

concentration, which leads to extreme rise in dipole-dipole interaction in particles.
However the SAR Value is decreased when concentration of nanoparticles is
increased. This clearly suggest that increasing the nanoparticles to attain high value of
SAR is not the solution for hyperthermia application as SAR is also dependant on
number of factors such as filed strength, amplitude, anisotropy of the nanoparticles
and interparticle interactions [23]. It is observed that heating efficiency for APTES
coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles is higher than for uncoated one. It could be due to
the APTES coating that the SPM fraction of the MnFe2O4 retained much better than
the uncoated MnFe2O4.
Excellent chemical properties, high biocompatibility, ease of synthesis and
superparamagnetic properties are the main requisite to stimulate interest in MNPs
[24]. However MNPs have drawbacks like improper instrumentation, lack of core
knowledge and in exact thermotherapy. Those drawbacks overcome by using complex
magnetic oxide by modifying instrinsic or extrinsic properties of nanoparticles [25].
Kim et al. [26] have performed synthesis of chitosan functionalized MnFe2O4
nanoparticles for use in hyperthermia therapy using magnetic field. They have used
EDS concentrations to control the size of chitosan coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles and
AC field has been induced to demonstrate nanoparticles for hyperthermia application.
The MnFe2O4 nanoparticles under the field 653 Oe at 266 kHz shows values of SAR
is found to be 1.45 W g−1. Pradhan et al. [27] have prepared and characterized
manganese ferrite which relies on magnetic liposome’s for hyperthermia treatment.
They have found that (TFH) is better method of grafting and SAR value for MnFe2O4
magnetic observed was 145 W/g of iron at 15 kA/m AC field. Doaga et al. [28] have
synthesized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles via co-precipitation method which gives
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controllable size and shape. The SAR value was measured at 1.95 MHz frequency and
observed value of SAR was 148.4 W g-1 an AC field of 4500 A m-1. Pradhan et al.
[29] have prepared lauric acid coated Fe3O4, MnFe2O4, and CoFe2O4 and compared
regarding heating ability. They have studied their induction heating properties in at an
AC magnetic field (H) of 15 kA/m and a frequency (f) of 300 kHz and they concluded
that Fe3O4 and MnFe2O4 showed higher SAR (120 and 97 W/g) than CoFe2O4 (37
W/g). Cruz et al. [30] have obtained MnFe2O4 nanoparticles within range 4.4 to 17
nm by hydrothermal synthesis method. Ability to use nanoparticles for hyperthermia
was assessed by determining heating efficiency in aqueous media. They were
concluded that obtained nanoparticles have better heat efficiency and they got 168
Wg-1 SAR value. Sabale et al. [31] were prepared superparamagnetic MFe2O4 by
polyol method. They have taken sample with concentration of 10 and 20 mg and
frequency 276 kHz was applied. They have noticed that the field 419.0 Oe is not
sufficient to reach threshold hyperthermia temperature. i.e. 41oC for NiFe2O4 and
MnFe2O4. Mendo et al. [32] have synthesized MFe2O4 (M = Co, Fe, Mn) compounds
using a hydrothermal treatment in presence of medicinal cotton. SAR was determined
by induction heating measurements and value of SAR for MnFe2O4 is (90 W/g). Khot
et al. [20] have prepared Dextran coated MgFe2O4 nanoparticles by combustion
method and studied their induction heating properties in the same range of field
amplitudes and concentrations. Value of SAR obtained is around ∼85.5 W g−1. Nikam
et al. [33] have studied the AC magnetic heating properties of Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4
nanoparticles for their applications in hyperthermia therapy and values of SAR is
found to be 107.82 W g−1. SAR values observed in our case are high as compared to
MgFe2O4 and Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 nanoparticles.
The SAR value observed for APTES coated nanoparticles was higher at lowest
possible particle concentration than above listed prepared nanoparticles [17]. The
increase in SAR value and low cytotoxicity made the APTES functionalized MNPs
more suitable for hyperthermia therapy application than the bare nanoparticles.
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APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles with high SAR can be potential heating
mediator for cancer hyperthermia therapy subjected to thorough investigation of their
biocompatibility and optimized nanoparticles concentration for induction heating
studies, which is a present scope of further research.
6.6 Conclusions
The magnetic induction heating studies of MnFe2O4 and APTES coated
MnFe2O4 MNPs are studied for their biomedical implementations such as magnetic
hyperthermia. Both, specific absorption rate and the actual temperature rise are
maximum in case of APTES coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles compare to bare MnFe2O4
nanoparticles. The APTES coated MnFe2O4 MNPs generated SAR value of about
261.53 w/g where as SAR value of bare MnFe2O4 is 251.44 w/g at sample
concentration of 5 mg mL-1. Such high value of SAR could be due to increased
hysteresis losses under AC magnetic field due to increased interaction between the
particles. Interaction between the particles influences exchange coupling energy and
anisotropy energy, which affects heating abilities. Thus APTES coated MnFe2O4
nanoparticles with large enough SAR at low particle concentration can be a promising
heating agent for magnetic particle hyperthermia.
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People might be negotiating now but five years from today, should nanotechnology go into
full swing, and those deals will be rendered useless.
-Thomas Scott
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7.1 Introduction
Among the nanomaterials, MNPs have emerged as an important material for
implementation in area of biomedicine as well as technology. Spinel ferrites are the
influential magnetic materials for directing elementary relationships between the
magnetic properties and their structure. In recent years, spinel ferrites have been
explored with great interest because of their excellent properties, ease of synthesis,
superparamagnetic properties in order to use them in biomedical implementation.
Powerful crystal structure of spinel ferrites provide excellent options for fine tuning
and understanding the superparamagnetic properties of MNPs by chemical
fabrication. Manganese ferrites (MnFe2O4) are largely studied due to their capability
to form an ideal magnetic system towards controlling and understanding the magnetic
properties at the atomic level through alteration [1-4].
Precisely, MNPs are injected into affected tumor tissues by exposing them to
external AC magnetic field in hyperthermia therapy. Magnetic hyperthermia therapy
works on the principle that MNPs dissipate heat when corresponded to an exterior AC
magnetic field of appropriate frequency and amplitude. Here, MNPs are being used as
heating source for cancer cell treatment and heat is being generated by MNPs due to
three different losses i.e. hysteresis, Ne´el and Brownian. However, only Ne´el and
Brownian losses are observed in case of superparamagnetic nanoparticles [5, 6]. For
hyperthermia therapy, the MNPs should have high SAR and this value of MNPs is
controlled by particle size, shape, distribution, dipole–dipole interactions, density,
magnetic anisotropy and magnetic field amplitude [7].
Mostly MNPs are toxic in nature, so surface modification is required to use
them in implementation in the field of biomedical. MNPs can be coated by different
types of surfactants to minimize toxicity, prevent agglomeration and extend storage
life [8]. The different biocompatible materials including Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP),
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3–aminopropyltriethoxy silane (APTES), silica, polyethylene glycol (PEG), chitosan,
dextran, acrypol etc can be used for surface modification of MNPs.
In situ functionalization
For biomedical applications, MNPs should be monodispersed, water
dispersible, biocompatible and provide functional moiety which act as adjunctant
between

of

various

biomolecules and

surface of

MNPs. Synthesis and

functionalization processes can be performed into two steps. Two step synthesis and
functionalization processes are always time consuming, tedious and not applicable for
fabrication on large scale. During one pot synthesis, once the coating reaction starts
the process of nucleation immediately happen and stops further particle growth. In
one pot functionalization method, the carboxyl group, phosphonates, amino group,
thiol and hydroxyl groups are used, which helps to conjugate with various
biomolecules like drug molecule and Nucleic acid. Chemical fabrication of MNPs is
important factor for specific interactions such as multistep post synthetic grafting
process, organosilane, phosphonates and other polymeric molecules. In post synthetic
grafting, use of costly chemicals make process ineffective for large scale production
and contineous exposing of MNPs to hard conditions of reactions could influence
magnetic properties [9, 10].
In the literature many methods are reported to synthesize using several
chemicals and observed that MNPs synthesis by chemically gives malleable designing
and polishing new final product. Mixing take places at molecular level, which offers
best chemical homogeneity. Polyol synthesis method is widely used synthesis method
among other methods like sol-gel, hydrothermal synthesis, co-precipitation,
microemulsion, combustion etc. There has been various chemical materials used for
the fixation of moieties on MNPs surface to obtain functionalized MNPs for variety of
biomedical applications.The synthesis methods used for the fixation of these groups
on functionalized nanoparticles are too expensive and complicated [11]. Barick et al.
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[12] have prepared amino functionalized water soluble Fe3O4 nanoparticles for
application in MRI. Sun and Zeng et al. [13] have prepared controllable
monodispersed MNPs by thermal decomposition method. However, hydrophilic as
well as monodispersed formation remains big problem.
In

the

present

investigation,

the

ethylenediamine

(EDA)

and

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were prepared by
polyol method as it is simple, gives smaller size and provides best route for tailoring
the characteristics of the MNPs. The several investigations have been carried out on
the synthesis and characterization of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles, which were dispersible
in aqueous media and superparamagnetic behaviour. The synthesis method involves
heating of chloride precursor in diethylene glycol and in presence of both
functionalized material separately. The EDA functionalized and PVP functionalized
nanoparticles were characterized further to evaluate their properties. The rise in
temperature and SAR of EDA as well as PVP functionalized nanoparticles have been
investigated under AC magnetic field at appropriate field amplitudes and frequency to
study their efficacy as heating mediator in magnetic hyperthermia anticancer therapy.

7.2 Experimental
7.2.1 Synthesis of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4nanoparticles
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Fig. 7.1 Graphical representation of preparation of EDA functionalization MnFe2O4
The EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs were prepared using polyol method.
A mixture of MnCl2 (6 mmol), FeCl3 (12 mmol) was dissolved in 30 mL diethylene
glycol to form clear solution followed by addition of sodium acetate and 15 mL of
EDA solution. The reaction mixture is stirred vigorously and refluxed for 3 h at 210
°C. The obtained particles show black colour which is colloidal particles synthesized
in round bottom flask, and then cooled at room temperature. Here ethanol is used for
number of washing, then these particles were separated by magnetic decantation and
dried at room temperature [12].

Fig. 7.2 represents the procedure in the form of flow

chart for synthesis of EDA coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles.
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Fig 7.2 Procedure for synthesis of EDA coated MnFe2O4nanoparticles
7.2.2 Synthesis of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4nanoparticles

Fig. 7.3 Graphical representation of preparation of PVP coated MnFe2O4
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MnFe2O4 MNPs were prepared by using polyol method. The 10 mmol of FeCl3
and 5 mmol of MnCl2 were dissolved in 40 mL of diethylene glycol in a round bottom
flask under magnetic stirring. After 30 min, 2 g of PVP was added to the above
solution and the solution was heated at 100 ºC to give a transparent solution. The 1.5 g
sodium acetate was added into the solution and reaction mixture was refluxed for 3 h
at 210 ºC. The color of the reaction mixture was changed to black during heating
process and black solid was separated from the mixture by magnetic decantation.
Finally, particles were washed many times with ethanol and dried at room
temperature [14]. Flow-chart of the procedure for synthesis of PVP coated MnFe2O4
nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 7.4.

Fig. 7.4 Procedure for synthesis of PVP coated MnFe2O4nanoparticles
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7.2.3 Characterization
Phase purity and structural analysis of EDA and PVP functionalized MNPs
were studied using XRD (Philip-3710) with Cr-Kα radiation (l= 1.5418 Å) in the 2θ
range from 20 º to 80 º. MNPs were used to get FTIR spectra by using spectroscopy
(Alpha ATR Bruker Eco Model) in the range 450 to 4000 cm-1. Study of thermal
properties of functionalized MNPs was bringing out using transanalytical instrument
mode (SDT 2960). The experiment of thermal study carried out in nitrogen
atmosphere. The range of temperature 25–700 °C with heating rate 10 °C min–1 used
here. The SEM and TEM images were used to study the particle size and morphology
of MNPs. The particle size of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles was measured with TEM (TEM,
JEM-2100F Model, Japan). The morphology of EDA and PVP functionalized MNPs
was confirmed by SEM (JEOL JSM 6360). Coercivity and saturation magnetization
was calculated by VSM at room temperature from M-H curve.
An experiment of induction heating of MNPs was carried out for hyperthermia
applications using induction heating unit (Easy heat 8310, Ambrell, UK). For this
experiment, the samples 5 mg mL-1 and 10 mg mL-1 of distilled water were taken in a
plastic micro centrifuge tube (1.5 ml), heating coil having 6 cm diameter with four
turns and the applied frequency was 265 kHz. The MNPs were dispersed in water and
sonicated to attain a good dispersion in water. Samples were heated for 10 min with
the desired current (200 to 400A, i.e. 167.6, 251.4 to 335.2 Oe) and optical fiber probe
with accuracy 0.1 °C was being used to measure temperature.
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7.3 Result and Discussion
7.3.1 Role of ethylenediamine

Fig. 7.5 Structure of EDA
Synthesis of MNPs can be performed using polyol like diethylene glycol,
diethylene to minimize the metal salts and particles of metal to prepare various
inorganic compounds with non-aggregated particles. Ethylenediamine can be used as
reducing agent along with diethylene glycol. Ethylenediamine is viscous and
hygroscopic liquid. It is having odor of ammonia and it is extensivly dispensed in
biological tissue and component of lcecithin. EDA is also used as surfactant and
helpful for the removing CO2 and H2S from gas. In biomedical field, ethylenediamine
is used as sclerosing agent for treatment of Sclerotherapy. To overcome the
disadvantages like aggregation between the particles diethylene, glycol can be used
because it gives less degree of aggregation. Ethyelenediamine execute role of
reducing agent while amino group present on EDA surface protects the MNPs from
unwanted growth and aggregation by providing chance to conjugate with different
biomolecules like enzyme, DNA, drug etc [15,16].
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Fig. 7.6 Reaction of EDA coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
7.3.2 Role of PVP
PVP is a non-toxic, bulky and non-ionic polymer with C=O, C-N and CH2
functional groups, which is broadly utilized for synthesis of MNPs. PVP prevents
aggregation of MNPs due to repulsive forces, which appear from its hydrophobic
carbon chains extended into solvents interacting with each other. The polar groups of
PVP have a stronger affinity for iron and cobalt ions. Negative end of polar groups
attracts the positive end (Mn & Fe) of ferrite particles. The number of polar groups
gets increased due to increase in concentration of PVP. Particle aggregation is
controlled due to electrostatic attraction resulting in separation of metallic ions. PVP
molecule holds a hydrophilic component and a considerable hydrophobic group. PVP
is excellent solvent in water and most of non-aqueous liquids.
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Fig. 7.7 Structure of PVP
Depending on certain synthetic conditions and material system, PVP can
perform as a surface stabilizer, nanoparticle dispersant, growth modifier and reducing
agent. PVP adopts role based on the specific material class and reaction conditions.
Solubility of PVP renders PVP as outstanding phase transfer agent and its
biocompatibility enables application of PVP functionalized nanomaterials for
biomedical applications.
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Fig. 7.8 Reaction of PVP coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles

Fig. 7.9 Interaction between PVP and metal ions
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7.3.3 Structural analysis
XRD analysis
The synthesized EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 was structurally investigated
using XRD which is shown in Fig. 7.10. The diffraction peaks values (220), (311),
(400), (440) and (511) obtained with (hkl) and then all peaks were matched with the
JCPDS file number 38-0430. The Gaussian fit of a most intense peak (311) was used
to calculate FWHM for calculation of crystallite size (D) [17]. Crystallite size of EDA
functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles estimated by Scherrer’s formula is about 7 nm.

Fig. 7.10 XRD pattern of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs.
The phase characteristics and crystalline structure analysis of PVP
functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were studied using XRD. Fig.7.11 shows the
XRD diffraction peaks and all diffraction peaks equally matched with cubic spinel
structure of MnFe2O4 (JCPDS Card No.73-1964). This confirms formation of spinel
phase of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles [15]. From the Scherrer’s formula average crystallite
size of nanoparticles is found to be 9 nm.
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Fig. 7.11 XRD pattern of PVP coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles

7.3.4 Microstructural analysis
SEM analysis
The surface morphology of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs were
analyzed by SEM and which is shown in Fig. 7.12. The morphology of EDA
functionalized nanoparticles shows conglomerated in nature and this is due to
presence of ethylenediamine on the surface or it may be caused by the orientation in
attachment growth mechanism which assists to the minimization of surface energy.
This phenomenon based on the collective behaviour and intermolecular force among
the particles.
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Fig. 7.12 SEM image of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs
The surface morphology of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were
analyzed by SEM and which is shown in Fig. 7.13. The morphology shows that
particles are conglomerated in nature and most of them are quasi spherical. It is
dependent on the intermolecular force between nanoparticles and cumulative behavior
of nanoparticles.

Fig. 7.13 SEM image of PVP coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
TEM analysis
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Fig. 7.14 (a) shows TEM image of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs and it
shows the formation of roughly spherical nanoparticles with average particle size
about 8 nm. The particle size calculated from TEM matches with crystallite size
calculated from XRD analysis. Fig. 7.14 (b) represents the selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) patterns and it shows bright ring patterns which indicates
crystalline nature of nanoparticles as specified by XRD patterns. The ring patterns
correspond to (220), (311), (400), (511) and (440) planes, which is clearly seen in
graph of XRD.

Fig.7.14 (a) TEM image and (b) SAED pattern of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4
TEM analysis was used to study the size and morphology of PVP coated
nanoparticles. Fig. 7.15 shows the TEM images of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles. The
MNPs were roughly spherical in shape and had good dispersibility. The dispersibility
of nanoparticles was increased due to PVP functionalization and it can be ascribed as
existence of non-magnetic layer of PVP. The average particle size was approximately
13 nm, which is in line with size obtained from XRD analysis. The selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of PVP functionalized nanoparticles show
glowing ring patterns specifying crystalline behaviour (Fig. 7.15 inset).
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Fig. 7.15 TEM image of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 (inset: SAED pattern)
7.3.5 Chemical bonding study
FTIR analysis
Fig. 7.16 is of FTIR spectrum of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 over the range
of 450 to 4000 cm-1. The attachment of functional group to surface of MNPs was
analyzed by FTIR technique. FTIR gives details about ions position in crystal through
vibrational bands. A characteristic band near 600 cm-1 is due to stretching vibrations
of Fe3+–O-2 and it is observed for all ferrites. The peaks at approximately 1631 and
3400 cm-1 of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 match with ethylenediamine peaks [16,
17]. This observation shows an existence of EDA molecules on MnFe2O4
nanoparticles surface.
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Fig. 7.16 FTIR spectrum of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs
The existence of PVP on the surface of the MNPs was confirmed by FTIR
spectroscopy. Fig. 7.17 displays the FTIR spectrum of PVP functionalized
nanoparticles. From the IR spectrum presented in this figure, the absorption peak at
580 cm–1 belongs to metal oxygen bonding. The peak at 1663 cm-1 belongs to C=O
group of N-vinyl pyrrolidone. Asymmetric scissoring bending vibrations of CH2
group of N-vinyl pyrrolidone are appeared at 1440 cm-1. The absorbent peak centered
at 1276 cm-1 is due to C–N stretching vibration of Nvinyl pyrrolidone. Also, the
spectrum of the sample consists of bands at 2964 cm-1 and 1455 cm-1 corresponding to
–CH2 symmetric and asymmetric vibrations respectively [16, 17].
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Fig. 7.17 FTIR spectrum of PVP coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
7.3.6 Magnetization study
VSM analysis
The magnetic properties of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
measured by VSM and M versus H measurements at 300 K were carried out as
presented in Fig. 7.18. It can be seen from hysteresis curve of functionalized MnFe2O4
MNPs at 300 K that there is no coercivity or remanence existed, indicating the
superparamgnetic behavior. The saturation magnetization observed for EDA
functionalized MnFe2O4 is found to be 53 emu/g and which is smaller than the bulk
ferrite and reason behind this is the lattice defects, weak magnetic super-exchange
interactions and existence of a magnetically stationary layer on the surface of the
nanoparticles [18].
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Fig. 7.18 M–H
H curve of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
The M versus H measurements
mea urements have been taken at temperature 300K to
understand the effect of temperature on magnetic behavior of MnFe2O4 and results
have been displayed in Fig. 7.19. From the figure, it can be observed that
magnetization of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 is 64 emu g-1 at 300K. This increase in
magnetization at lower temperature was due to frustration effects in ferrites below the
blocking temperature of the materials. A hysteresis curve of PVP coated MnFe2O4
nanoparticles at 300 K shows that there are negligible coercivity
coercivity and remanence
found, which indicates superparamagnetic behavior [18].
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Fig. 7.19 M-H curve ofPVP coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
7.3.7 Thermogravimetric analysis
TGA analysis
Thremogravimetry curves for the EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
were recorded in the temperature range from 25 to 700 ºC with a heating rate of 10 ºC
in nitrogen atmosphere. Fig. 7.20 shows weight loss in three steps for EDA
functionalized MnFe2O4.Weight loss in initial stage was due to water and moisture
removed from surface. Weight loss in second stage was noticed because of the
decomposition of diethylene glycol, which was modified with ethylenediamine. Third
weight loss was seen due to the surface bonded ethylenediamine molecules, which
was above 400 ºC [19].
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Fig. 7.20 Thremogravimetry curve of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4
TGA provides further confirmation of coating on surface of nanoparticles. Fig.
7.21 shows TGA study of PVP coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles. In this experiment, the
sample was heated from ambient temperature to 700 ºC with a heating rate of 10 ºC /
min under the flow of nitrogen (N2) and measured the change in the weight of sample
due to the loss of coating material. A weight loss of about 2% can be attributing to the
removal of PVP modified glycol molecules anchored to the surface of MNPs below
200 ºC [19]. The second variation starts at 230 ºC is owing to the decomposition of
PVP. TGA analysis has confirmed that PVP get anchored on the surface of MnFe2O4.
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Fig. 7.21 Thremogravimetric pattern of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4
7.3.8 Hyperthermia properties
Hyperthermia properties of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4
The temperature rise of EDA functionalized MNPs with time evaluated under
different magnetic fields from 167.6 ,251.4 and 335.2 Oe for 10 min with a
concentration of 5 mg mL-1 and 10 mg mL-1 is shown in Fig. 7.22 and 7.23. From
temperature curve, it is observed that EDA functionalized nanoparticles gain the
hyperthermia temperature within a short time span and at a lower AC magnetic field.
Time required to reach the hyperthermia temperature is less for suspension of 10 mg
mL-1 in comparison with 5 mg mL-1 and this may be due to the increase in exchange
coupling energy. It is observed that for particle concentration of 5mg mL-1, the field
167.6 Oe is not sufficient to reach hyperthermia temperature while for concentration
10 mg mL-1, hyperthermia temperature is reached for all values of applied fields. In
initial stage, the rapid temperature rise is due to the Neel relaxations and Brownian
relaxations as eddy current losses are negligible for high resistivity ferrites [20, 21].
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The SAR value for 5 mg mL-1 and 10 mg mL-1 increases from 40.66 to 94.65
W g-1 and 33.33 to 73.00 W g-1 with increase in field from 167.6 to 335.2 Oe
respectively. In case of sample 10 mg mL-1, there is a higher temperature rise
compared to sample 5 mg mL-1 but the SAR is higher in the case of 5 mg mL-1. The
highest SAR value 94.65 W g-1 was found at 5 mg mL-1 concentration. The material to
be used for hyperthermia therapy is superior when SAR value is high and high SAR
value minimizes the amount of magnetic material applied for hyperthermia [22].

Fig. 7.22 Temperature versus time curve of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 for 5
mg mL-1 concentration at different fields
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Fig. 7.23 Temperature versus time curve of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 for
10 mg mL-1 concentration at different fields.

Fig. 7.24 SAR of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4
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Hyperthermia properties of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4
Temperature kinetics of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles are shown
in Fig. 7.25 and 7.26. The concentrations 5 mg mL-1 and 10 mg mL-1 in water were
taken to study the heating characteristics for hyperthermia applications. The samples
were sonicated for 10 min for homogenization for reliable mensuration. The AC
magnetic fields 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe were applied to measure temperature rise
of PVP functionalized nanoparticles at 265 kHz frequency. Fig. 7.27 shows the
hyperthermia efficiency i.e. SAR value. A heat is dissipated to the surrounding due to
interaction of MNPs with applied field and delay in the relaxation of the magnetic
moment. For superparamagnetic nanoparticles, heat losses are caused because of
friction occurring from oscillations of particle and rotation of magnetic moments with
each field, which are Neel and Brownian relaxation modes [22, 23]. Temperature was
increased with increase in applied magnetic field with time for both concentrations.
Magnetic 167.6 Oe is sufficient to reach the hyperthermia temperature within short
time at a frequency of 265 kHz. Time required to reach the appropriate hyperthermia
temperature for 10 mg mL-1 sample is less as compared to 5 mg mL-1.
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Fig. 7.25 Temperature versus time curve for 5 mg mL−1 concentration of PVP coated
MnFe2O4nanoparticles at different magnetic fields

Fig. 7.26 Temperature versus time curve for 10 mg mL−1 concentration of PVP coated
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles at different magnetic fields
The SAR values are increased from 346.73 to 468.37 W g-1 for 5 mg mL-1 and
225.07 to 378 W g-1 for 10 mg mL-1 with increasing field strength. The SAR value is
high for 5 mg mL-1 than 10 mg mL-1 concentration despite there is a high temperature
rise in the case of sample 10 mg mL-1 compared to 5 mg mL-1.This may be due to
particle conglomeration in high particle concentration, which leads to extreme rise in
dipole-dipole interaction in particles. If the SAR value is higher, then we can say that
material is superior candidate to be used for hyperthermia therapy [24]. Therefore, it
can be concluded that PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles with high SAR
value can be considered as great potential material for hyperthermia applications.
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Fig. 7.27 SAR value of PVP coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles at different magnetic
fields
7.3.9 Potential of nanoparticles in cancer therapy
In recent years, there is huge advancement in medicine field but cancer still
remains major source of death in world. Cancer is the second leading cause of human
deaths. Inappropriate diagnosis and disease detection at later stages are the most
common reasons behind deaths. Risk of cancer is getting increased significantly day
by day and many cancers cases occur more commonly in developed countries.
Diagnosis of the cancer at early stage and to cure it without side effects remains
challenge to scientific community. Hyperthermia therapy can reduce serious side
effects compare to other therapies. In hyperthermia therapy, the affected cancer
tissues are heated to temperature range of 41°C to 46°C by exposing MNPs to
external AC magnetic field. Manganese ferrite (MnFe2O4) among spinel ferrites is a
remarkable magnetic material for biomedical applications due to their high resistivity
and high saturation magnetization. Thermal conductivity of manganese ferrite
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nanoparticles is lower than NiFe2O4, CoFe2O4. Relaxivity of manganese ferrite
nanoparticles is large due to their large magnetic spin magnitude, which improves
heating in AC magnetic field. Therefore, manganese ferrite nanoparticles over other
spinel ferrites have been selected for magnetic hyperthermia cancer therapy.
The main emphasis of the present work is to develop functionalized MnFe2O4
nanoparticles for advanced magnetic particle hyperthermia for treatment of cancer in
one step that is in situ functionalization. Here, we have synthesized EDA and PVP
functionalized modispersed and superparamagnetic MnFe2O4 nanoparticles using one
pot synthesis method. These synthesized nanoparticles shows highest SAR value and
take less time to reach threshold hyperthermia temperature. Among these materials
PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 sample shows high SAR as well as required less time to
reach threshold hyperthermia temperature.
7.4 Conclusions
The ethylenediamine (EDA) functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles with
around 8 nm size were synthesized by polyol method. The structural, morphological
and magnetic properties of EDA functionalized MNPs were studied using XRD,
FTIR, TGA, SEM, TEM and SQUID. The induction heating ability of MNPs was
studied in order to use them for magnetic hyperthermia anticancer therapy. Magnetic
particle hyperthermia study was performed for these functionalized nanoparticles at
167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe, which showed self-heating temperature rise up to 48.76 ºC
to 56.34 ºC at 5 mg mL-1 and 10 mg mL-1 concentrations in water respectively. The
highest SAR value 94.65 W g-1 of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 was calculated at 5
mg mL-1 concentration.
The monodispersed mangenese iron oxide (MnFe2O4) nanoparticles coated
with PVP were synthesized in diethylene glycol by using polyol reflux method. The
nanoparticles were roughly spherical and were about 13 nm in size. The FTIR and
TGA results show the existence of PVP on surface of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles. The
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obtained

nanoparticles

exhibited

superparamagnetism

and

high

saturation

magnetization at room temperature. The induction heating study of these
nanoparticles was performed at 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe use them in hyperthermia
applications. From the results it is observed that self-heating temperature rise up to
68.18 ºC to 75.82 ºC at 5 mg mL-1 and 10 mg mL-1 concentrations in water
respectively. PVP coated nanoparticles show high temperature rise characteristics in
less time when exposed to an external AC magnetic field and highest SAR value
468.37 W g-1 was found at an applied field of 335.2 Oe with a particle concentration
of 5 mg mL-1 compared to EDA functionalized MnFe2O4. The MnFe2O4
nanoparticles coated with PVP had a high SAR value at low particle concentration.
Therefore, PVP coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles can be a potential heating agent for
efficient cancer hyperthermia therapy application.
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We’re very optimistic that nanotechnology can markedly improve cancer therapy.
-Jim Thomas

Chapter 8

Biocompatibility Study of Functionalized MnFe2O4 Nanoparticles

8.1 Introduction
Biocompatibility of nanoparticles is a foremost topic in the field of medicine.
Biocompatibility study of nanomaterials is most important indicators of the biological
evaluation system in vitro and it is a censorious part for successful applications of
biomedical materials. Biocompatible material should not create toxicity when reacted
with organs of body. Biocompatible material is also called as biomaterial. Surface
biocompatibility and structural biocompatibility these are the two types of
biocompatibility. A rudimentary conception toxicity of MNPs is tremendously
necessary for biological system. Adverse effects of physical or chemical agents on
living organisms are studied using toxicology. It is required to not only discuss about
nanoparticles in general terms but also to identify them in the context of their possible
biological interactions [1, 2].
The estimation of toxicity of in vitro toxicological assessment of nanomaterials
is significant for use in area of nanomedicine. The relevant choice of concentration,
selection of cell line and option of viability assay are required while performing the
experiment of toxicity [3].
The toxicity of MNPs can be decided by following features:
 Chemical constituent of the material
 Surface charge on the material
 Surface area to volume ratio of material
 Hydrophobic, hydrophilic groups of the material
8.2 Experimental
8.2.1 Selection and procurement of cell culture
The assessment of cytotoxicity of bare MnFe2O4, APTES, EDA and PVP
functionalized MnFe2O4 were carried out on MCF7 (adenocarcinoma cell line of
human breast) and L929 (mouse fibroblast) cell lines for in vitro application. These
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cell lines are procured from National Centre for Cell Sciences, Pune, India and assay
used for the toxicity study is MTT assay.
The cell viability was determined with the equation,
Cell viability = A tested / A control * 100
Where, Atested and A control are the test sample and control sample respectively.
8.2.2 The MTT assay experimental procedure
 The cell line was cultured in DMEM media and it was boosted with 10% heat
inactivated fetal calf serum (FBS) as well as 1% Antibiotic – Antimycotic
solution.
 The cells were seeded at a density of approximately 5×103cells/well in a 96well micro plate and conserved at 37oC in 95% humidity and 5% CO2
overnight.
 The concentrations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2 mg/mL) of samples were treated
for incubation period of 1 day.
 After that cells are washed with PBS two times and then MTT staining solution
(5mg/ml in PBS) was added and incubated at 370C.
 After 4h, addition of 100 µL of di-methyl sulfoxide was added to each well for
the dissolution the formazan crystals. After that, absorbance was measured by
using microplate reader.
8.3 Results and discussion
8.3.1 Choice of cell type
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Organs and type of cell encountered control the toxic effect of MNPs due to
the variation in cell physiology, membrane characteristics, phagocyte characteristics
and proliferation state. The important factor in cytotoxicity assay is the selection of
suitable cell lines. In addition, it is also needed to give priority to the conditions of
cells. Among the commonly used cell lines, fibroblast cells are conductive for the
trial. In addition, cancer cells are also a better choice than normal cells owing
enhanced rate of growth, metabolic ativity and easy to use [4-6].
In present study, L929 and MCF7 cell lines are selected for confirmation of
biocompatibility of the prepared MnFe2O4, APTES, EDA and PVP functionalized
MnFe2O4. For the evaluation of compatibility of the materials above cell lines are
generally used.
8.3.2 Choice of cytotoxicity assay
Selection of the proper assay to the evaluation of cytotoxicity is crucial to the
precise evaluation of cytotoxicity study. How external agents are act in the body can
be studied by this method. In comparison with this method to the animal study cell
culture study is trouble free to control as well as less expensive. The different assay
can be employed to study the toxicity of nanoparticles on cell cultures.There are
variety of assay used for the evaluation of toxicity and these are lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH), (3-(4,5-dimethyl

thiazol-2yl)-2,5 diphenyltetrazolium

bromide (MTT), Dye exclusion assay (Trypan blue) including recognition of
cytokine/chemokine fabrication etc. Choice of accurate toxicity assay is a key to the
accurate assessment of toxicity of nanoparticles. The nanoparticles absorb dye, be
redox energetic and significant for the cytotoxicity study is suitable. Among different
assays, MTT assay is commonly used assay and easy to use. Therfore in the present
investigation, the cytotoxicity has been evaluated by means of MTT assay to reduce
the error and to get the calibre results. This assay is very simple and easy to evaluate
[6-9].
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8.3.3 Physicochemical properties of nanoparticles
The retention time and exocytosis process of the particles in cells can be
influenced by size, shape, surface properties, absence or presence of surface bound
biomolecules and surface smoothness or roughness of MNPs [10]. The quantity and
rate of nanoparticle uptakes can be determined by size of MNPs. The increase in
surface area can determine potential number of reactive group on MNPs
surface.Toxicological effects can be influenced by physicochemical and structural
properties of MNPs with a decrease in size [11, 12].
Reproducible data can be obtained only when MNPs are monodispersed in
nature. Monodispersed MNPs can be produced by controlled synthesis protocols
only. To avoid the conglomeration between the particles characteristics of
nanoparticles can be fitted very cautiously. Particle clustering is avoided thoroughly
by tailoring the MNPs carefully. MNPs surface becomes reactive toward biological
environment after decreasing the size. The cellular uptake and efficiency of MNPs
are dependent on size of MNPs. The size of MNPs plays an important role in
distribution, elimination of materials and physiological response [13-15].
8.3.4 In vitro cytotoxicity study of bare MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
Plasma membrane can be influenced by existence of nanoparticles on surface
of cell after the treatment of normal cells and it can lead to breaking down of cells.
When

nanoparticles are detached from surface of cell, cells can be stained with

MTT (3-(4,5-dimethyl thiazol-2yl)-2,5 diphenyltetrazolium bromide.The MTT
invades into cell and proceed to mitochondria, where it is reduced to colored (dark
purple) and insoluble formazan product because of viable cells reduce the yellow
tetrazolium salt to purple dye [16-19].
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The cytotoxicity study of bare MnFe2O4 MNPs preared by polyol method is
performed on L929 and MCF cell lines with concentrations (0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 and
1.2 mg/ml) and for this incubation time period is 24 h by using MTT assay. Fig. 8.1 (a
and b) shows the obtained data.

Fig.8.1 (a) Cell viability of bare MnFe2O4 nanoparticles on L929 cell line at different
concentrations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 mgmL-1)
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Fig.8.1 (b) Cell viability of bare MnFe2O4 on MCF7 cell line at different
concentrations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 mgmL-1)
Fig. 8.1 (a) and 8.1 (b) shows the graph of cell viability vs concentration of
bare MnFe2O4 MNPs on L929 cell line and MCF7 cell line for 24 h. Values are
expressed as mean ±SD, n=3. It is observed that cell viability decreases when
concentration of nanoparticles increases. This study shows that dose and time relying
nature as the viability is decreasing with increase in concentration of NPs. From Fig.
8.1 (a) and 8.1 (b), it is clearly observed that bare MnFe2O4 MNPs prepared by polyol
method exhibit low toxicity to L929 cells compare to MCF cells. The cell viability of
bare MnFe2O4 nanoparticles on L929 cells up to concentration 1.2 mg/mL by MTT
assay is 49.1 % and 30.4 % on MCF cells for 24 h, respectively. From fig it is shown
that these nanoparticles are less toxic up to 1 mg/ml concentration for L929 cells.
Therefore, it can be concluded that these MnFe2O4 nanoparticles can be used for
biomedical implementations up to NPs concentration of about 1mg/mL.
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8.3.5 In vitro cytotoxicity
nanoparticles

study

of

APTES

functionalized

MnFe2O4

The cytotoxicity study of APTES functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs were done on
L929 and MCF7 cell lines with various concentrations like (0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 and 1.2
mg/ml) at incubation time of 24 h by MTT assay.The procured data is shown in Fig.
8.2 (a) and 8.2 (b).

Fig. 8.2(a) Cell viability of APTES functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles on
L929 cell

line at different concentrations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 mgmL-1 )
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Fig. 8.2 (b) Cell viability of APTES functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles on
MCF7 cell

line at different concentrations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 mgmL-1 )

Cell viability of APTES coated MnFe2O4 NPs on L929 cells and MCF cells
with concentration 1.2mg/ml by MTT assay is 78.1 and 34.39 % for 24 h respectively.
From the results, it is clear that these nanoparticles are not toxic (biocompatible) for
L929 cell line and not toxic for MCF cells up to 0.2 mg/ml concentration. Cell
viability was significantly reduced for MCF7 cells when the concentration of
nanoparticles is more than 0.2 mg/mL. Therefore, this study proves dose dependant
nature as the viability goes on decreases when concentration of nanoparticles
increases. The procured results confirm that functionalization of MnFe2O4 surface
with APTES is superior material to use it in the biomedical implementation,
especially for MFH.
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8.3.6 In vitro cytotoxicity study of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticless
Cell viability against the concentration of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 on
L929 cell lines and MCF7 cell lines for 24 h, is shown in Fig. 8.3 (a) and 8.3 (b).

Fig. 8.3 (a) Cell viability of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles on L929
cell line at different concentrations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 mg mL-1)
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Fig. 8.3 (b) Cell viability of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 on MCF7 cell line at
different concentrations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 mg mL-1)
The cell viability of EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs on L929 cells and
MCF7 cells with up to concentration 1.2 mg/mL by MTT assay is 81.5 and 54.65 %
for 24 h incubation period. It can be observed that these nanoparticles are less toxic
for L929 and not toxic or less toxic for MCF cells up to 0.6 mg/ml concentration.
From the Fig.8.3 (a) and 8.3 (b), it is observed that the EDA functionalized MnFe2O4
nanoparticles are less toxic or non toxic than the bare MnFe2O4 sample. The reason
for low toxicity of MNPs coated with EDA than bare MnFe2O4 is that it protects
surfaces from interaction with cells or proteins. It has been showed that EDA
functionalized NPs can interact with membranes of cell and which enhances cellular
response because of biocompatible coating on surface.
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8.3.7 In vitro cytotoxicity study of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
Cell viability vs concentration of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs on L929
cell lines and MCF cell lines for 24 h, is shown in Fig.8.4 (a) and 8.4 (b).

Fig.8.4 (a) Cell viability of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles on L929 cell
line at different concentrations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 mg mL-1)
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Fig.8.4 (b) Cell viability of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles on MCF7 cell
line at different concentrations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 mg mL-1)
The cell viability of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 MNPs on L929 cells
and MCF cells with concentration 1.2 mg/mL by MTT assay is 83 and 32.48 %
for 24 h respectively. It is observed that the nanoparticles are not toxic for L929 and
less toxic for MCF cells up to 0.8 mg/ml concentration. Hence, to improve the
biocompatibility uncoated MnFe2O4 MNPs biocompatible functionalization with PVP
is a crucial for in vivo applications.
8.4 Mechanisms of nanoparticles cytotoxicity
There are various substances that are known to cause toxicity at their nano size
while being relatively inert in their bulk form. However, knowing the types of cell
death that may occur can give insight into the affect nanoparticles may have on cells.
There are two main types of cell death processes i.e. apoptosis and necrosis.
The cells which are not needed longer perform suicide by triggering an
intracellular death program in Apoptosis process. Apoptosis is also called as
programmed cell death (PCD). In Apoptosis process, cellular components break down
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and condense causing reduction in cell’s size. Release of specific proteins within the
cell causes the breakdown of cellular components. When the cells break down into
small fragment then it is called as apoptotic bodies. These broken fragments are
surrounded in membranes so that nearby cells not get harmed. The dying cells then
send indication to another type of cells and to these cells are called as phagocytic
cells. Without doing any harm to neighbouring cells phagocytic cells demolish the
apoptotic bodies.

Fig 8.5 Schematic representation of apoptosis and necrosis [21]
The external factors of cell like infection, trauma or toxins could result into
uncontrolled digestion of cell causes Necrosis. It is considered as unprogrammed cell
death and is less orderly than apoptosis. Special enzymes are released with necrosis
by keeping the lysosomes. The injuries received by the cell may begin disorganized
chain reaction causing the release in enzymes. The cells which are died due to
necrosis can liberate toxic chemicals, which destroy other cells. Necrosis caused by
the exposure of living cells to nanoparticles may go through various types of internal
or cell organelle damage that attributes to eventual death [20-22].
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There are several different mechanisms which can cause cytotoxicity.
However, most intracellular and in vitro toxicities emerge from creation of excess
ROS and disturbance of actin cytoskeleton.
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) formation induced by nanoparticles
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) includes oxygen like peroxides having ability
of unwanted reactions with cellular components. DNA can be damaged or apoptosis
can be occurred due to high levels of ROS within the cell. Many studies have proved
that ROS are responsible for cytotoxicity, which cause death of cell. MNPs can
increase reactive oxygen species formation after taking to cells’s interior. ROS are
considered accountable for cytotoxicity in many studies that investigate the
mechanism by which functionalization cause cell death [23].
Cytoskeleton disruption induced by nanoparticles
The cell cytoskeleton can be damaged by nanoparticles after MNPs
endocytosis. The cell shape can be retained by active structured cytoskeleton, which
allows cellular motion. Eukaryotic cells contain 3 types of cytoskeletal filaments i.e.
microfilaments, microtubules and intermediate filaments. Microfilaments can have
diameter of approximately 5-8 nm and they are created of 2 tangled actin chains.
Microfilaments are mostly focused under the membrane of cell. Microfilaments are
important to mechano-transduction in relation with these roles. Microfilaments are
essential for cell moment and along with myosin, muscular contraction. The
examination of microfilaments changes is very significant in understanding toxicity
caused by nanoparticles endocytosis [24-26]. Recently the effects of nanoparticles on
cellular morphology as well as cytoskeleton received more attention recently.
8.5 Conclusions
The biocompatibility of MNPs is a significant part in order to use them for
biological applications such as drug delivery, MRI, bioseperation, tissue engineering
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and magnetic hyperthermia. For biomedical applications, MNPs are purposely
enhanced to interact with cell and it is essential to certify that this engineering is not
causing any inauspicious effect. Toxicity of nanoparticles can be controlled by several
factors such as chemical composition, synthesis process, size, shape, crystallinity and
surface reactivity. In this chapter, the cell viability study of synthesized MnFe2O4,
APTES

functionalized,

EDA

functionalized,

PVP

functionalized

MnFe2O4

nanoparticles is evaluated by means of simple and cost effective MTT assay on L929
cell line and MCF7 cell line. From the cytotoxicity data of all samples, it is clear that
all the samples are non toxic to L929 cell line up to 0.6 mg/ml. For MCF7 cell line, all
samples are toxic except PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles as it shows non
toxicity up to 0.2 mg/ml. It can be concluded that PVP functionalized MnFe2O4
nanoparticles are more compatible to both cell line in comparison with bare MnFe2O4,
APTES and EDA functionalized MnFe2O4.
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We believe that nanotechnology will have a transformative effect on cancer diagnosis and
treatment. In fact, its impact is already visible in the research being conducted through many of
the centres we are announcing today. Through the applications of nanotechnology, we will
increase the rate of progress towards eliminating the suffering and death due to cancer.
-Jim Thomas
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9.1 Introduction
Nanotechnology is at forefront of speedily developing new diagnostic and
therapeutic facilities in medicine area mainly in cancer. In 21st century, cancer is one
of major disease that is causing millions of deaths and still remains a difficult to treat.
Different methods are being expanded to ameliorate the detection and treatment of
cancer chemotherapy, radiotherapy, biopsies etc. However, these methods have
various side effects. They cause a major harm to normal cell along with affected
cancer cell as they are not operated locally. The nano-biotechnology is combination of
nanotechnology and biology, which is emerged as research area for researchers.
Magnetic nanoparticles give controllable size and capability for engineering exterioly.
Due to this, magnetic nanoparticles used in various biomedical applications like
protein purification, drug delivery, hyperthermia therapy and medical imaging.
Magnetic hyperthermia is type of cancer therapy which reduces severe side
effects caused to normal tissues in comparison to conventional cancer therapies. In
hyperthermia treatment, cells of cancer get destroyed when exposed to 42-45 ºC
temperature. The cancer affected cells or tissues are usually discovered to be more
heat responsive in comparison with healthy cells or tissues. The reason behind this is
that tumor tissues are poorly oxygenated while normal tissues are well oxygenated.
Heat can be applied locally during hyperthermia treatment so side effects are further
reduced. This is major advantage of hyperthermia over other treatments. Heat is
dissipated from the magnetic nanoparticles when exposed to exterior magnetic field.
In recent days, research on spinel ferrites has been increased due to their
potential in biomedical field. Spinel ferrites are the most widely used and investigated
ferrites. The simple ferrites (MFe2O4, M= Fe, Mn, Co, Zn, etc), perovskites
(La1-xSrxMnO3-δ) and mixed ferrites (Co-Zn, Mn-Zn, Ni-Zn, Mg-Cu etc) can be used
for magnetic hyperthermia. Among these ferrites, manganese ferrite (MnFe2O4) has
received great attention because of its remarkable properties such as coercivity,
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moderate saturation magnetization, superparamagnetism, good chemically stability
and mechanically hardness. Characteristics properties of manganese ferrite can be
controlled by constitution, morphology and size of nanoparticles. Due to this,
MnFe2O4 is considered most suitable magnetic material for hyperthermia.
Therefore, efforts have been taken to synthesize APTES, EDA, PVP coated
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles for hyperthermia in present thesis. The obtained nanoparticles
are subjected for biocompatibility and consequently studied their induction heating
properties for hyperthermia therapy application.
9.2 Competent components of the thesis
The primary objective of this thesis is to prepare magnetic nanoparticles by
using polyol method to apply them for magnetic hyperthermia. Polyol synthesis
method was used to prepare bare MnFe2O4 nanoparticles and then functionalized with
3-aminopropyltriethoxy silane (APTES) by silanization reaction.The ethylenediamine
(EDA) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were
prepared using in situ functionalization. The main advantages of polyol synthesis
method are that the uniform shape and narrow size distributed nanoparticles can be
obtained.

Experimental

results

showed

that

nanoparticles

exhibited

superparamagnetism and high magnetization at room temperature. Nanoparticles also
showed high temperature rise phenomenon when is exposed to an exterior AC
magnetic field.
The MnFe2O4 MNPs were synthesized and functionalized with APTES, which
were quasi spherical and around 13 nm in size. Functionalized MNPs have shown
greater colloidal stability than that of bare MNPs. FTIR and TGA results have shown
existence of APTES on the MnFe2O4 surface. Induction heating study was performed
at 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe to use these MNPs for hyperthermia therapy
applications. The increase in SAR value (261.53 W g-1) and low cytotoxicity made the
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APTES functionalized MNPs more suitable for hyperthermia therapy application than
the bare nanoparticles.
EDA functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were around 8 nm in size. The
structural, magnetic and morphological properties of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles have
been studied in detail. Magnetic particle hyperthermia (MPH) study was performed
for these functionalized nanoparticles at 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe. The highest SAR
value 94.65 W g-1 was to be calculated by using 335.2 Oe applied field for EDA
functionalized nanoparticles. It has shown lower cytotoxicity than the bare
nanoparticles.
PVP functionalized nanoparticles were spherical and about 10 nm in size. The
FTIR and TGA results have confirmed the existence of PVP on the surface of
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles. The induction heating study of prepared material was
performed at equivalent to 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe to use it in hyperthermia
applications. The highest SAR value 468.37 W g-1 was found at an applied field of
335.2 Oe for PVP functionalized nanoparticles. Increased SAR and lowered
cytotoxicity made MNPs more suitable for hyperthermia therapy application. It was
seen that the survival rate of cell relies on the nanoparticles concentration in the
culture media and coating concentration. Result showed that cell viability of PVP
functionalized nanoparticles is 83% for L929 and 32.48 for MCF7 cell line upto
concentrations 1.2 mg/mL and it suggests that nanoparticles are less toxic to L929 but
toxic to MCF7 cell line.
Hence, the study proved that the bare as well as APTES, EDA and PVP
functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles have a great potential to be used for
hyperthermia therapy application due to high magnetization, SAR values,
superparamagnetic behavior, nano size, negligible cytotoxicity and high colloidal
stabilities. But in comparison with all materials, PVP functionalized MnFe2O4
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nanoparticles can be promising material for hyperthermia applications due to high
SAR as well as low toxicity.

Magnetic

nanoparticles

should

show

below

features

for

successful

administration of magnetic hyperthermia.
 Magnetic nanoparticles should produce high temperature rise characteristics in
AC magnetic field.
 Magnetic nanoparticles must provide highest (SAR) at lowest particle
concentration.
 Magnetic nanoparticles should be biocompatible.

The prepared nanoparticles have shown all above properties so that these
nanoparticles can be a potential material for Hyperthermia therpy application.
9.3 Summary of thesis
The presented work is divided into the 9 chapters. Summary of each chapter is
mentioned below:
Chapter 1 This chapter explains brief introduction of nanotechnology and
nanoparticles. The chapter begins with the concept of nanotechnology. Magnetic
nanoparticles are one of sub classes of nanoparticles. The different types of magnetic
nanoparticles and synthesis approaches are explained. From various spinel ferrites,
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles reviewed as most probable contestant which can potentially
accomplishes the needs of the cancer diagnosis and therapy. Finally, first chapter ends
with the well definition of problem.
Chapter 2 This chapter covers theory of surface functionalization. Surface
functionalization allows them to coat with various biomolecules and this makes them
astonishing candidate for biomedical applications.
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Chapter 3 This chapter includes several characterization techniques of
magnetic nanoparticles with their working principle. The characterization of
synthesized magnetic nanoparticles is necessary to study the effect of synthesis and
usability of nanoparticles for biomedical applications depending on their
characteristics.
Chapter 4 This chapter focuses various synthesis methods used for MNPs and
preparation MnFe2O4 MNPs using polyol method. The synthesized nanoparticles
were analysed by using XRD, FTIR, SEM, TEM and VSM for structural,
morphological and magnetic analysis.
Chapter 5 This chapter covers the synthesis of monodispersed MnFe2O4
nanoparticles

and

functionalization

of

MnFe2O4

nanoparticles

with

3-

aminopropyltriethoxy silane (APTES) in order to obtain well-dispersed surface
functionalized biocompatible magnetic nanoparticles to use them for hyperthermia
therapy application application.
Chapter 6 This chapter includes an induction heating studies of bare MnFe2O4
and APTES functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles. Induction heating study was
performed at 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe to use these nanoparticles for hyperthermia
therapy applications
Chapter 7 This chapter focuses on the synthesis of monodispersed MnFe2O4
MNPs in situ functionalization of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles with ethylenediamine
(EDA)

and

polyvinylpyrrolidone

(PVP).

Functionalized

nanoparticles

were

characterized by using XRD, FTIR, SEM, TEM and VSM for structural,
morphological and magnetic analysis. Heating ability was studied to assess the
feasibility to use them in hyperthermia applications.
Chapter 8 This chapter focuses on the theory of biocompatibility and detailed
study of functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles. The different parameters influencing
the biocompatibility of magnetic nanoparticles are explained in this chapter.
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9.4 Major conclusions
 MnFe2O4 nanoparticles having uniform size were synthesized by low
temperature polyol synthesis method. Silanization reaction is used to modify
the surface of NPs with the help of 3–aminopropyltriethoxy silane (APTES).
 Monodispersed EDA and PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were
synthesized by using simple one step polyol method.
 Induction heating study was performed at 167.6, 251.4 and 335.2 Oe to use
these nanoparticles for hyperthermia therapy applications.
 PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles have provided highest SAR value
468.37 W g-1 at an applied field of 335.2 Oe with 5mg mL-1 particle
concentration in comparison with APTES and EDA functionalized MnFe2O4
nanoparticles.
 The cell viability of PVP functionalized MnFe2O4 nanoparticles was above
83% at concentration upto 1.2 mg mL-1 on L929 cell line and at this
concentration this material show 32.48% cell viability to MCF7 cell line.
 Study revealed that the PVP coated MnFe2O4 nanoparticles are potential
material for hyperthermia therapy application.
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Fig 9.1 Effective formulation of bare, APTES, EDA and PVP functionalized
nanoparticles
9.5 Future scope of the thesis
The next important step will be the investigation and assessment biological
performance of the nanoparticles for in vivo applications. We will focus on evaluation
of effect of physical parameters like temperature rise which is responsible for cell
death.The higher SAR value can be obtained by rarrangement of magnetocrystalline
anisotropy. The functionalized magnetic nanoparticles can be employed for
hyperthermia applications subject to biocompatibility studies which is the future
scope of present work.
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